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The telecommunications are present in every moment of our life with smartphones and
upcoming Internet of things all around us. These devices make possible to keep in touch with
our family, our friends, and everything that happens in the world. Our phone has greatly
evolved since Alexander Graham Bell era. It is now possible to have video call with someone
everywhere on the planet. Our digital documents, movies and books can be now accessible
from the Cloud at any moment and from anywhere. This evolution was partly possible thanks
to the telecommunication satellites. The data exchanges are greatly growing up due to the need
of a better worldwide access to the Internet and some projects propose to cover the last blind
spots using drones, balloon or mega constellations of low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites. For
these reasons, we need to increase the characteristics of our telecommunication transmission
to have a better output to satisfy the customers. One way is to increase the bandpass of the
signal to have the possibilities to transmit more information.
This thesis has been done in the frame of a European Space Agency (ESA)
Networking/Partnering Initiative (NPI) program. In a very close relation with the European
Space Research and Technology Center (ESTEC) based in Noordwijk (The Netherlands), this
ESA sponsored project named “Development of 3D filters made by 3D ceramic
stereolithography” is searching for innovative solutions to create bandpass filters in low
frequency bands (L, C, …). Specific objectives are here researched:
•

creating unusually wide bandwidth (>10%)

•

keeping a high level of compactness

•

remaining as low loss as possible

•

limiting the number of assembled parts, one part as a desirable goal

•

using ceramic materials and compatible additive manufacturing as provider of
breakthrough solutions

Focusing this work on the input filters which can be found in the input section of the
telecommunication satellite, our original approach is to use highly coupled cavities loaded
with dielectric resonators (DR). Known for their low loss and good compactness, they usually
are not the obvious choice when wide bandwidth are required. In other words, thanks to the
fabrication freedom offered by the additive manufacturing and innovative designs, we seek
new intermediate solutions between low loss and compact filters based on DR and somehow
bulky wide bandwidth waveguide filters.
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In the Chapter I, we will first present the context of the telecommunication satellite and the
future needs related to this activity. The typical solutions used nowadays to get very wide
bandwidth will be overviewed as well as filters based on DR. Different manufacturing
techniques will then be reviewed with a specific focus on additive manufacturing (AM). We
will thus describe several types of 3D printing technologies and select the most promising one
for the creation of the DR based filters we are looking for.
Chapter II will firstly present the ceramic materials compatible with the AM technologies we
will use. After presenting the used characterization method, the properties of the ceramics will
be measured around 4 GHz, this frequency being chosen as a typical operating frequency for
this project. A specific research about the couplings strategies that can be developed to create
the wide bandwidth we are looking for will be performed. This chapter will also be focused on
the TE01δ and TM010 modes for our dielectric resonators. Different geometrical
configurations will be tested to meet our expectations with an original baseline: the resonating
elements would be made within one single part. The final objective of this chapter is to select
the most promising designs for the filter Input/Output couplings and for the couplings existing
between the different DR for the next coming filters.
Chapter III, using the obtained results from the previous chapter, is dedicated to a deeper
presentation of the specific technology used for the fabrication of the 3D dielectric part. The
stereolithography process and its properties will thus be detailed and used for the creation of
this chapter’s filter. 2nd and 4th order filters are thus designed and tested using this technology.
Based on the lessons learned, the Chapter IV will target three issues which have been
identified:
•

getting a better excitation system based on coplanar probes

•

trying to improve the filter tuning after assembly

•

making sure to maintain low manufacturing tolerances for the dielectric part

New generations of the 2nd and 4th order filters will be thus proposed as upgraded version in
order to finally achieve the project objectives. This chapter will finally draw some very
promising perspectives with an experimental demonstration of super wide bandwidth using a
single silver plated dielectric part. 2nd and 3rd order bandpass filters will here be presented as
the project final demonstrators.
Several conclusions and perspectives will ultimately be given at the end of the manuscript.
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I. Introduction
The telecommunication satellite area begun in 1960 by the first launch of an artificial satellite.
Since this event, the technologies and missions of a satellite have greatly increased in
complexity as well as the traveled distance since we have reached Mars and even some
comets. After a description of this context, this chapter will focus on the transmission function
and more precisely on the Input filters and Multiplexers. They are important elements because
they permit to select a specific signal amongst many others. Today's needs of increasing data
output through satellites require a use of wider bandwidth. Since weight and volume are
critical in a satellite, we aim to realize wide bandpass filters without sacrificing compactness.
Moreover, we want a filter with low insertion loss, making a high need of high Q-factor
resonators within such filters. First, we will study different existing solutions for filters with
the required wide bandpass and the aforementioned properties, and also solutions to maximize
compactness and high Q-factor.
In a last part, we will present different additive manufacturing processes because of their
broad availability and compatible materials, but particularly because they can provide
boundary free manufacturing properties for the challenge we are looking for.
These different parts will help us choosing the most promising filters technologies, solutions
and manufacturing processes that can make us reach the targeted wide bandpass filters for
space telecommunications.

II. Context
1

Telecommunication satellite

A telecommunication satellite is an artificial satellite located in space to relay information to
different locations in earth or between different satellites. A satellite has a predetermined
lifespan due to its fuel tank size. Indeed, the satellite is built with a certain fuel quantity. It will
be used to realize two principal missions, the first one is to hold the satellite on the right orbit
(because of the earth's pull) and the second one is to avoid the other elements present in space
like other satellites, debris, etc.
The first communication satellite [1] was launched the 12th of august in 1960 by the NASA. It
was a spherical balloon of 30.5m diameter and 68kg called Echo. It was launched thanks to
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18.144kg of air required to inflate the sphere. Echo was a passive communication satellite
which reflected radio and radar signals. It was also used, over a period of time and with
accurate tracking, to plot the variations of air density at the top of the atmosphere by following
the vagaries of its orbit.

Figure 1: Echo, the first
satellite
We had to wait the 10th of July 1962 to have the first active communication satellite with
Telstar 1 [2] launched from Cape Canaveral, the American launch center. It relayed two days
later the first transatlantic television signal between Andover Earth Station in Maine and the
Pleumeur-bodou Telecom center in France. Then, it was the first commercial payload to prove
the feasibility of the information transmission by satellite. However, the satellite permit to
manage 400 transmissions of telephone, telegraph, facsimile and television. The lifespan
finished in November of the same year due to the effects of radiation.
It was a good opportunity to understand and to comprehend the difficulties related to the
launch of a satellite in orbit and its behavior in a space environment in order to give him a
better protection.

Figure 2: Telstar 1 : the first
active satellite and commercial
payload
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Since this first success, the complexity of the system had increased a lot and they have
become heavier. We can notice that the current trends are nowadays to try to decrease this
weight as much as possible for cost reasons.
This kind of satellite are actually used in the next domains:
international communication
radio and television
GPS
high output data transmission
military communications
These satellites are mainly used to relay a radio signal over an allocated frequency range
depending of the application. Every band has its own characteristics (spreading properties).
However, the present demands require more and more frequencies allocations for the different
applications.
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) [3] is an agency from the United Nations
and is in charge of validating the different frequency bands assignment and to normalize the
applications. It is one of the most older intergovernmental organization since its previous
name was the International Telegraph Union created in 1865 in Paris.
The ITU divides the different frequencies as shown in Table I.
Name of the band

Frequency range (GHz)

Applications

Uplink

Downlink

L-band

1.626 – 1.660

1.525 – 1.559

Radio navigation, cell
phone by satellite

S-band

2.665 – 2.690

2.500 – 2.655

Cell phone by satellite
(UMTS)

C-band

5.725 – 7.075

3.400 – 4.200
4.500 – 4.800

Phone transmission,
broadcasting

X-band

7.900 – 8.400

7.250 – 7.750

Military coded
communication

Ku-band

12.750 – 13.250
14.000 – 14.800
17.300 – 18.100

10.700 – 12.750

Television diffusion,
multimedia
applications

Ka-band

27.500 – 31.000

18.100 – 21.200

High output civil
communication

Table I: frequency distribution and using in the satellite communications
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The uplink represents the signal patch from Earth to the satellite and the downlink the
opposite way. The frequency ranges are different for each way to avoid interference between
them. In this report, our study is focused on input filters, the application being a front-end
receiver for a frequency range from 300 MHz to 30 GHz. Then, three bandwidths can
typically be used:
• C-Band: up to full band
• Ku-Band: with 250/500 MHz bands
• Ka-Band: with 250/500 MHz bands
and different examples of input filters on these bands will be given in part IV.1.1.
2

Satellite architecture
1 The platform

The platform is the name for all the elements that ensure the functionality of the satellite in
space like:
•

thermal control: to maintain a temperature range of the payload between -20°C
and 60°C (the external temperature of the satellite can be 150°C during direct
sun exposure and -160°C in the shadow of the sun light),

•

positioning system: to hold the right position and orbit,

•

power supply thanks to solar panels, energy storage and delivery.
2 The payload

It is the part that fulfills the missions of the satellite. The functions of this element is to
exchange data information of the mission (observation, radio navigation, meteorology) with
the ground. Usually, it is 30% of the entire mass of the satellite. For example, the Gravity
Field and Steady-State Ocean Circulation Explorer satellite (GOCE) [4] is a scientific ESA
satellite launched in 2009. Its mission is to study the gravity field of earth. Indeed, this field is
not homogenous and it can be changed due to the relief under and over the sea. Then it is
affected by the material distribution inside the earth: the earth's crust and mantle thicknesses
vary and they are not also homogenous. The principal measurement device of the payload is a
gradiometer composed of many accelerometers. All these scientific equipments occupy an
important volume and mass, just as all the hardware we can find in a telecommunication
satellite.
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Figure 3: GOCE satellite
3

The functioning of a communication satellite

The payload traditional mission is to relay a signal between ground stations. Two elements are
necessary, antennas and repeater systems. The satellite through its input antenna receives a
signal and this latter is transposed in frequency and amplified before being transmitted again
by the Output antenna. The signal information are still the same, they are not modified by the
process, making that type of satellite being named “transparent” satellites.

Figure 4: simplified payload synoptic of a communication
satellite
We will present now the principal elements of this payload (Figure 4). The input antenna
receives the signal from the ground station. The typical power level is low (from 100pW to
1nW at this stage). Following this part we have the reception stage that permits to select the
right signal thanks to the filter and to amplify this one keeping a low noise level. The
oscillator transposes the carrier frequency for the transmission. After this step, the channel
stage cut the input bandwidth in several ones through the IMUX (Input Multiplexer), each cut
signal going through one channel where it will be amplified for their transmission (around
100W for the output power). At the end, all the cut signals are combined together by way of
the OMUX (Output Multiplexer) before going to the Output antenna that transmits the signal
toward another ground station or another satellite.
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III. The robustness of the satellites
To be installed in orbit, the satellite uses a launch vehicle. For example, the European launch
vehicle is Ariane 5 developed by Arianespace [5]. In the Figure 5, we have a view of the
Ariane 5 vehicle with two satellites EUTELSAT 8 West B [6] and Intelsat 34 [7]. The
possibility to launch two elements at the same time is the principal advantage of this launch
vehicle, allowing to share and decrease the launch cost.
The first flight of the Ariane family happened the 4 th of June 1996 and failed. Since this first
event, Ariane had launch 81 (at 2015-08-20) and the fiability ratio is 96,3%.

Figure 5: Ariane 5 -ECA launch vehicle
The launch center is based in Kourou, French Guiana, because it is close to the equator so it
benefits from an additional velocity of 460m/s due to the Earth rotation. It is the best latitude
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to send geostationary satellites. Moreover, this base can be used by a lot of launch vehicle
(Vega, Soyouz, etc) so it is a very interesting location for space activities.
The satellites are located in the nose of the booster rocket and they will have to resist to the
different launch steps (acceleration, floor splitting) and to support the different mechanical
vibrations. Moreover, when the satellite arrives in the right orbit it will be submitted to the
space temperature variation from -160°C (shadow) to 150°C (direct sunlight). However, the
different elements of the satellite protect the payload to bring back the temperature range
between -20°C and 60°C. We can notice that the payload is not protected from the cosmic and
solar rays.
IV. The future needs of the satellite industry.
For the next decade, the satellite market represents $255 Billions for manufacturing and
launch (estimated cost is for 1400 satellites). 75% of this amount of money come from
government of 60 countries. The principal countries of this market are the U.S.A., Russia,
Europe (France, Germany, the U.K., Italy and Spain), China, Japan and India where are
located the main of the satellite manufacturers.
550 satellites would be launched in the next decade for the commercial space sector. Indeed,
the actual space fleet is old and has to be replaced by new one. 80% of these elements will be
installed in the geostationary orbit (35786 km from Earth surface).
The manned missions find a revival thanks to some people like Elon musk and Bas Lansdorp.
The first one is known as the founder of SpaceX and a cofounder of Tesla Motors. SpaceX
(Space Exploration Technologies Corporation) is an American aerospace manufacturer. The
main goal of this firm is to give an access to everyone to the space technologies. One of its
launch vehicle, Falcon 9 permit to put in place payloads in orbit (13,15t to low Earth orbit and
4,8t to geostationary transfer orbit) [8]. Then it is used to resupply the ISS. To decrease the
cost of this rocket, the choice was made to reuse some part of the vehicle for several launches.
However a failure happened in June 2015 and the launch have stopped since the needed
inquiries.
A common point between the two men is their interest in the colonization of the Mars planet
(Figure 6). The Netherlander engineer Bas Lansdorp assured it was possible in 2024.
However, several experts and the NASA doubt on that. Indeed, some technical and human
problematics are still not solved. We can give some examples: for technical reasons is not
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possible today to land a vehicle with a weight superior to 1t due to the Mars atmosphere.
Then, the autonomous production of the different vital elements are in the experimental step
such as oxygen or food production. As a difference with the ISS, no convoy is possible due to
the travel time.

Figure 6: artistic view of the mars
colonization
Regarding the human constraints, we can notice that it will be the first long space travel
(seven months), and the astronaut will be exposed to strong psychological problems. Then, the
lack of gravity will decrease the efficiency of the people when they will land on Mars. Finally,
the effect of such a long flight is not known (actual travel duration is around six months).
However this kind of project has the benefits to focus advanced research activities in the space
domain.
V. Filtering function
The hyperfrequency filters have been key components for the signal processing in the
receiver/transmitter system since they are operating a sensitive process during the extraction
of a given signal over a frequency range. Then, the flexibility and the complexity of the
payload require more and more advanced technology and specific characteristics. Two main
and required improvements are the dimensions and the weight of such device. Indeed, the
launch cost is depending on the total weight of the satellite and having smaller devices result
in more of them in a satellite. We will focus in the next section on the actual filters used and
some solutions to decrease the size of these components.
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1 Input filter
The first main filtering step of a payload is realized by Input filters. Their characteristics are to
cover all the frequencies received by the satellite, that is why we may need to use wideband
filter. In the Figure 7, we have the typical different technologies used to achieved this function
depending of the frequency band. For example, in L/S-band, we give priority to combline
filter, whereas in C-band we also have the possibility to use ridge filter. The principle of the
combline filter is a metallic cavity loaded by metallic resonators, the structure will be
explained in detail later.

Figure 7: technologies for wideband filters
The next main filtering step is for the Input Multiplexer (IMUX). The signal is divided at this
stage in different channels. The next section will highlight some of their main characteristics.
IMUX filter
The specifications of this kind of filters are not the same as the previous ones because the
signal is covering much narrower bandwidths making flatness and insertion loss crucial. The
typical specifications of such IMUX channel filters which have to be taken into account are:
•

Narrow bandpass (<1%)

•

Low ripple: less than 0.5dB on the bandpass

•

Wide spurious free range

•

Very low insertion losses

•

Compactness

The Figure 8 depicts the particular case of narrow band filters. We remarks we have
technologies that are not used for Input filters such as filters using dielectric material and
TE01δ mode dielectric resonators. Indeed, with this elements, it is possible to have a good
compactness with high permittivity material while keeping low insertion losses.
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Figure 8: technologies for narrow bandwidth
Regarding these specifications, a pseudo-elliptic response is most of the time necessary to
realize these filters. Regarding filters in lower band (C-band for example), dielectric
resonators are commonly and placed in a metallic housing. Firstly, high permittivity materials
are used and permit to strongly concentrate the electromagnetic fields inside the dielectric
element making them capable to reduce the dimensions and the weight of the filter. Secondly,
a strong attention has to be paid on the dielectric loss tangent if we want to ensure a high
enough unloaded quality factor (Q-factor).
To be notice that another solution to decrease the volume of such filters is to use dual mode
resonators.
In this manuscript, we would like to combine high Q-factor (low losses) and compactness
(obtained with DR) with the wideband of the Input filter. To sum up combline and ridge filters
are mainly used for wideband filters, however these filters do not permit is to have a small
package and a very high Q-factor. Therefore we propose to study other technologies to fulfill
the filter requirements in a better way. Ceramic materials, because of their high permittivity
and low loss tangent can fill that requirements if the proper couplings between dielectric
resonators can be reached.
Using this primary overview, we have two principal technologies for C-band applications:
combline and dielectric resonators. Figure 9 resumes the typical relative bandwidth that can
be reached with the main filtering technologies.
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Figure 9: bandwidth as a function of the technologies
Because of their properties to highly concentrate the electric field, DR based filters are
commonly limited to very small bandwidths (1 or 2%). Challenging the coupling limitation
between regular DR, we can propose a resonator showing a better Q/size ratio than a typical
combline resonator for wide bandpass application (10% and more)
After the presentation of these technologies, the next paragraph will give a deeper overview of
the standard solutions for Input filters with a specific focus on the solutions able to provide
wide bandpass of about 10% and more.
2

Solutions based on metallic wideband cavities

Usually, we use combline or ridge filters for Input filters that typically need wide bandwidth.

Figure 10: design example for combline and
ridge filters
These well known filters are now easy to design [9] thanks to existing optimization tools and
composed of a few and easily assembled number of mechanical parts. Moreover metallic
material are used like Aluminum making these structures not very expensive. As seen before
(Figure 9), it is possible to achieve a high bandwidth (10%) with such filters but they are not
the most compact structure and do not have the highest Q-factor.
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1 Combline filter:
The principle of a combline filter is similar to a stepped digital filter [10]. The difference is
that the inductors are replaced by interdigital lines (short-circuited at one end). By this way,
the filter can be reduced to a λ/12.

1

Wide bandwidth

Adam Abramowicz [11] proposes a method to design wide band combline filters. This method
has been illustrated with a 2-pole filter with a central frequency of 1,7 GHz and a relative
bandwidth of 54%. The dimensions of the complete structure are 15×20.3×30.3mm 3. The filter
is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: combline filter - wide band filter
The result of this filter shows the possibility to realize wide bandwidth using combline filter.
However, we do not have information about the spurious free range and the Q-factor of this
filter.
In [12], we have the presentation of a combline filter with a tunable bandwidth and central
frequency. A 4-pole filter (Figure 12) is designed to describe this application. The capacitive
effect brought by the metallic rods are tuned in order to modify the bandwidth of the lower
passband. The bandwidth can be tune up to 200% from 11MHz to 33MHz.

Figure 12: Tunable combline filter
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The central frequency range is tuned from 1.5 to 1.8 GHz depending of the bandwidth. The
results are shown in Figure 13. The insertion loss is not precised but they are apparently
between 0.5 and 1dB.

Figure 13: Tunable combline filter Measurements
2

Thermal compensation

One of the most problematic aspect of the combline filter is the material expansion. Indeed,
the space subjects the satellite to extreme temperature changes so the dimensions of the filter
are not the same leading to a dysfunction of such filter. In this way, several techniques exists
to avoid the expansion, one of them is to use different materials to design the filter as
presented in the paper [13] of Hui-Wen Yao. Three materials are implemented: the first one
with a very low coefficient of thermal expansion(Titanium: τr=8.5ppm/°C or Invar:
τr=1.0ppm/°C, or a combination of the both: τr=4.0ppm/°C) for the resonator rod, the second
one (steel) for the tuning screw and the last one (Aluminum) for the housing.

Figure 14: combline filters
-thermal compensation
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The simulations permit to find the right placement of the different elements. However, a study
is necessary for each case and the impurities in the materials can modify the coefficient of
thermal expansion and modify the expected behavior over temperature.

3

Q-factor and combline filters

The paper [14] presents the design and the implementation of a high-Q bandpass filter. This
filter is tunable, consequently the Q-factor will be not the same due to the tuning system. The
characteristics of the proposed 2-pole filter are: a central frequency at 3.6 GHz with a
bandwidth of 11.9%. The material used for the housing and the metal perturber is Copper. The
Figure 15 presents the design of the filter. The tuning system is realized by a metallic part
(pink element) that can rotate by means of a motor on the top of the filter.

Figure 15: combline filters - high-Q and tunable filter
The simulation of the filter gives for the tuning range from 3.29 to 3.77 GHz a Q-factor
around 5976. the insertion loss is less than 0.11dB. It is an interesting way to realize wide
bandwidth filter with high Q-factor, however the used material (Copper) is not the lightest one
and the dimensions are not specified.
We notice that the tunability of the filter [15]-[16] is another critical research thematic in order
to remotely reconfigure the functions of one satellite.

4

Manufacturing sensitivity

Professor G Macchiarella [17] presents a solution to decrease the manufacturing sensitivity of
the combline filter. The characteristics of the filter are a bandpass of 70 MHz at 854MHz, 3
poles and the return loss around -28dB. The dimensions of the complete filter are
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36x77x46mm3. To decrease the impact of the fabrication, he studied a conical shape for the
resonators instead of a traditional cylindrical geometry (Figure 16).

Figure 16: combline filters - conical resonators
Thank to this new shape, the needed tuning capacitance of the conical resonators is lower than
the cylindrical one. Moreover, the manufacturing sensitivity has been demonstrated to be
lower than with cylindrical rods.

2

Ridge filter

This kind of filter [18]-[19]-[20]- is based on waveguide elements. It is composed of a series
of constrictions and cavities. The waveguide contains some constrictions that cause a
capacitive effect. This effect decreases the fundamental mode (TE10 mode) frequency
compared to a structure without these elements. Then, the frequency of the first superior mode
(TE20 mode) is not strongly affected by the constrictions. Indeed, the ridge is located where the
electric field of the TE10 mode is maximal whereas the one of the TE 20 mode is minimal. That
is why we can have an augmentation of the bandpass for the fundamental mode.
This kind of filter can not be used for very high power applications and has more losses
compared to a traditional waveguide. For the rest of this study a more particular attention will
be given to combline filters.
5

Solutions based on dielectric resonator

The first study of the dielectric resonator appears in the sixties with Titanium Oxide (TiO2)
based resonator which provide a very high Q-factor (10000) [21]. The progress of the
technology made possible very high Q-factor (200 000) at ambient temperature [22] by using
Sapphire Bragg reflectors. To realize the filtering function, a metallic housing is used and the
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dielectric resonators are place in the center. This housing is used to avoid electromagnetic
leakage and to contain the field in well defined places. To couple different resonators together
and thus creating the filtering function coupling iris can be used between walls separating the
DRs.
This kind of filter can be excited by many different ways as for example microstrip [23],
waveguide [24], coaxial probe [25], etc.
1 Monobloc filter
Xi Wang [26] described a TM01 mode monobloc dielectric filter. It is composed of only one
ceramic element with silver-plated external surfaces and metallic lid for hosting tuning screws.
A 4-pole prototype filter (Figure 17) is made at 2.6 GHZ with a 50MHz equal ripple
bandwidth. The dimensions of this structure are 54×54×17.5 mm 3. The name of the material is
not precised but it has the following properties: εr=20.5 and tanδ=2.5 10-5 (certainly a BMT1
ceramic).

Figure 17: dielectric filter monobloc filter
A temperature study of this filter is realized from 20°C to 60°C. The result is shown in Figure
18. The response is stable for the both extreme temperatures thanks to the very low TCF 2 of
the ceramic material.

1 Barium Magnesium Tantalate
2 Temperature Coefficient of resonant Frequency
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Figure 18: dielectric filter - response of the
monobloc filter
The Q-factor of this filter is around 1800. It is a low value considering the properties of the
dielectric material (tan δ=2.5 10-5). The painting on the dielectric part seems thus to strongly
limit the Q-factor of this filter.
In conclusion, we can notice that the insertion losses are lower than with a metallic structure
taking into account the temperature changes. We have with this structure a better ratio
Size, Weight
Q

and we have a temperature stable response. However, the spurious modes are

closer using the dielectric element than the metallic one.
In [27], a high power bandpass filter is presented. The characteristics of the filter are: f 0 = 880
MHz, BW = 20 MHz (2% of f 0), insertion loss < 0.45dB and Input power < 500W. To obtain
these values an 8-pole elliptic function filter is designed using quarter cut TE01δ resonator.
This special resonator shape permit to decrease the dimensions and to reduce the weight of the
total structure while keeping good results. Two ceramic materials have been used for this

Figure 19: view of the quarter-cut TE01δ
Image resonator filter
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application. They have for formulas :
and

(Zr , Sn)TiO4 (εr = 37.5 , tanδ = 2.5 .10 -5 at 800 MHz)

2 MgOSi 02−ZrSiO4 (εr = 8.5). Then, dielectric materials are interesting for high power

applications because usually they have a correct thermal conductivity and they do not become
distorted over temperature changes due to the very low coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE).
The results of the filter are presented in Figure 20 and in Table II.

Figure 20: result of the quartercut TE01δ Image resonator

Center frequency (f0)

880 MHz

Bandwidth (BW)

20 MHz

Insertion loss

0.37 dB

Size

280×135×65 mm3

Table II: measured characteristics of the quarter-cut TE01δ Image resonator
This filter based on DR is relatively compact and with a high Q-factor of about 7100.
However the bandwidth is very small (2%) due to a low coupling coefficient between them.
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One of the easiest way to change the performances of the dielectric resonator is to modify this

Figure 21: mushroom dielectric
resonator (right) versus traditional
shape (left)
shape. In [28], the DR looks like a mushroom (Figure 21). Thanks to this shape, dual mode
resonators are used for this filter.
This design permits to increase the bandwidth of a filter. Then, we obtained, in this case,
1
HEE11 and
2

1
HEH 11 mode because the resonator is half cut then one mode from each
2

pair vanishes.
A 2-pole dual bandpass filter is designed as presented in Figure 22. The resonators are excited
by coaxial probe and several tuning screws are designed in order to have a better control of the
different parameters: intra-cavity coupling for each mode, source and load coupling, frequency
of the mode inside the dielectric resonators.

Figure 22: Design of the 2-pole filter Semicircular resonator
The Figure 23 shows the simulated response of this filter, and we identify the two bandpass
filter, the first one is at 5.32GHz with a relative bandwidth of 1.83% and the second one is at
5.56GHz with a relative bandwidth of 1.65%.
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Figure 23: Response of the dual mode dual
bandpass filter using semicircular resonators
The Q-factor and the spurious free range are not precised for this configuration. Then, it is
difficult to evaluate the relevance of this design

2 Solutions based on the TM modes
One of the first researcher who studied the filter using TM mode is Prof. Kobayashi [29]. He
realized a 4-pole filter composed of four dielectric rod resonators as shown in the Figure 24.
The specifications of this application (Japanese broadcast satellite) are: a central frequency of
11.958GHz with a bandwidth of 50MHz. The dielectric resonators are made of BMT material
(εr = 24 and tanδ = 4.10-5 at 12GHz), and the metallic housing is realized using Copper-plated
brass.

Figure 24: DR filter using TM mode - 4-pole
filter
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Each resonator frequency can be adjusted by tuning screws. Thus it was possible to have a
good response and we can see in the Figure 25 that we have a good agreement between the
simulated and the measured results. The measured Q_factor is about 18000.

Figure 25: DR filter using TM mode - 4pole filter - results
L. Pellicia [30] proposed a 4-pole filter using TM dual-mode with four transmission zeros.
Dielectric resonators are used to increase the compactness of this kind of filter. The central
frequency is 4.35GHz with a relative bandwidth of 3%.
The housing is made of Aluminum and the dielectric resonators are made of NGK/NTK-F31
(εr = 34 and tanδ = 5.10-5) as shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26: DR filter based on TM
mode
The measurement of this filter has a good agreement with the simulated response (Figure 27).
The measured Q-factor is 1750 but it is possible to obtain 3000 by silver plating the metallic
housing. The size of the filter is 40×40×12mm 3 without including the SMA connector
dimensions.
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Figure 27: DR filter based on TM mode results
This filter offers a good compactness and a high Q-factor (with silver-plated cavities),
however the bandwidth is limited to 3% of the central frequency.
3 Solution based on dielectric combline filter
In [31], we have the description of a combline filter using dielectric resonators. Indeed, the
traditional usually metallic resonator for this kind of filter is bordered by a dielectric ring
resonator. Thus, the size of the filter [32] decreases due to the high permittivity of the
dielectric material (not precised). A 4-pole filter with two transmission zeros was designed as
we see in Figure 28. The central frequency is 1,747GHz with a bandwidth of 75MHz (4%).

Figure 28: Dielectric combline filter (left :
design and right : fabrication)
Thanks to the dielectric material, the size is reduced by 75%. compared to a commercial
airfilled counterpart.
The simulated and measured responses are presented in Figure 29. We have a good agreement
between both responses. The insertion loss is about 0,46dB and the higher order mode is at
3.5GHz.
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Figure 29: Dielectric combline filter - left : measure and right :
simulation
4 Conclusion
Based on this initial overview, we can summarize the principal advantages and drawbacks
between metallic and dielectric combline filters and dielectric resonators based filters. These
latter can use different modes such as TE01 that offers compactness and high Q-factor or TM
mode that permits to have an important compactness with an interesting Q-factor. We have
summarized in table III all these filters properties with the key requirements of the wideband
bandpass filter (C-band) we want in this project.

Combline filters

Filters based on dielectric resonators
(DRs)

Advantages

Drawbacks

Advantages

Drawbacks

Easy to design

Not very compact

High Q-factor

Low spurious-free range

Cheap

Low Q-factor

Compactness

Expensive material for
DRs

Wide bandwidth

Thermal compensation
need external elements

Thermal compensation

Low bandwidth

Easy to assembly

More difficult to
assembly

Table III: advantages and drawbacks of the combline and dielectric filters
With this Table III, we see that combline filters are more interesting than the DRs based filters
(cheaper, less assembly, etc), but for the key requirements (size, Q factor), DR based filters are
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hard to beat but they lack the possibility to achieve the 10% (and more) bandwidth we are
looking for.
6

Conclusion

Based on these considerations, we will try to find an intermediate way where we could
combine the key features of the DRs based filters (compact size, high Q factor, temperature
stable dielectric materials) with the very wide bandwidth that can be obtained only with
combline filters thanks to the very strong couplings that can be generated in these
components. This way will drive the studies proposed in Chapter II. We expect at this stage to
need rather complex geometries to for the need DRs in order to get the high couplings require
for very wide bandpass filters. A choice of appropriate technologies has to be done and we
chose to firstly focus our attention to traditional subtractive and more exotic additive
manufacturing technologies. The next section of this first Chapter will thus make an overview
of the current technologies which can be used to realize the DRs based filters of this thesis as
well as their advantages and properties.
VI. Manufacturing methods
1

Traditional manufacturing process

In this part, we will present some manufacturing process to have a first idea of their capability
to create dielectric elements. A very large choice of techniques exist that is why we will on
purpose limit the studied technologies to the ones available to the Xlim laboratory and ESTEC
workshop.
1 Material removal
For this technique, we need first a block of material and we will machine this block to remove
the material to obtain our element.
Usually, machining is the most common process to achieve a typical cavity filter. A tool, like a
drill bit or cutter, is fixed on a rotation axis and removes the material. This method is
recommended to build the key line of the element, to drill hole, etc. We can machine mold for
another process such as injection molding. The manufacturing tolerances that can be achieved
are ±12µm and we are not limited in the use of one material. Polymer, metal, ceramic can be
used. However, the design is limited by the different dimensions of the tools and their
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movements. The steps are more numerous and complex, the tool costs are more important
because we need a wide variety of them (different diameters, different lengths, etc) and we
have to take into account the wear of them. Then, we lose a lot of material following the
removal of material.
2 Injection molding
For this process we need to create a mold of the element we want to manufacture. This mold
have to be sealed because we will inject a liquid material or a paste inside.

Figure 30: example of mold for
injection [34]
Thanks to the gravity and the pressure of the injection, the paste fill the entire mold and the
empty space with the liquid. Then, we wait that the paste is solidified to open the mold to
extract our element. An example of mold and object created by injection is presented in Figure
30. The process can be also destructive for the mold.
A lot of techniques and of molds exist in industry. Different materials can be used to realize
the mold such as metal, polymer, wax, clay, etc. Then, different process can be applied to fill
the mold depending on the number of elements to create (for an important quantity, a metallic
mold could be more recommended to resist the different fabrications), of the exactitude, of the
surface finish, of the mechanical properties and also the compatibility between the material of
the mold and the one of the paste (to avoid merger between them).
Following the important process range, it is difficult to give the advantages and the drawbacks
of each one but we can highlight that the typical the manufacturing tolerances are around
50µm. It is possible to realize complex design with this technique. It is an interesting process
for an assembly-line production because the mold is used several times (hundreds, thousands,
etc times). However, these techniques require time to design the object, to create the mold of
this one and be sure it is feasible, to manufacture the mold and finally fabricate our object.
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3 Assembly
This technique gathers several process together as the methods using screws, adhesive, weld,
or other ways to unite different parts together. This process is difficult to manage because we
have to take into account the compatibility of the different assembled materials and their
dilatation. The manufacturing tolerances are composed of several factor, firstly the fabrication
tolerances of each element, and secondly the positioning tolerances.
2

Manufacturing process using additive technologies

The additive manufacturing technologies were created in the 1970's. They gather together the
manufacturing techniques using a CAD file to create layer by layer an element in three
dimensions. The advantages of these process are the possibility to design original pieces and
to create unique elements. Then, the realization can be very fast and the sample can be
designed and manufactured in the same day. Moreover, we can save the used material because
in this this case we do not machine a block but we put the material where it is necessary. For
some appliances, several materials can be used and we do not need to change the tools to
create our pieces, so we can use a machine for many applications, a big saving takes place.
The material range is still limited but we can predict a strong increasement of the choice in the
next years or decades. Additive manufacturing is used in a lot of fields such as in electronic,
medicine, telephony, motor vehicle, aeronautics, art, and general public use (toys, custom
parts,...).
The first use of this technology was the realization of prototypes. Indeed, we can make a
preliminary part very quickly and for a low cost, and we can study the potential defects before
creating the final piece. In this way, we can decrease very quickly the probability to have an
invalid object.
Since this prototype step, a lot of researches have been realized in this area to increase the
repeatability and the mechanical performances of the process to compete with the traditional
manufacturing.
As an example, an ESA program [33] is proposing to build a lunar station thanks to a 3D
printer using the material of the ground (Figure 31). Agencies and other entities are now
thinking to create very big structure using this new way of manufacturing.
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Figure 31: artist view of a lunar station built
by 3D printing
The common point of that kind of manufacturing process which will be developed in the next
parts is the CAD3 file. We design our complete object using a 3D design software. Then, the
file is saved in a special format that transforms our design's surfaces in a multitude of
triangles. Then, another software cuts the structure in layers and this file is transferred to the
3D printer to be manufactured.
The interest of this technology is to have a single object specific to an application for a low
cost and a brief period.
The ASTM F42 comity [35] classifies the different additive manufacturing process in seven
groups which will be described in the next paragraphs:
-Vat photopolymerization
-Material jetting
-Binder jetting
-Powder bed fusion
-Sheet lamination
-Directed energy deposition
1 Vat photopolymerization: Stereolithography (SLA) and Digital
Light Processing (DLP)
1

Stereolithography process (SLA)

The stereolithography was developed first by J.C André from the DCPR laboratory of ENSIC,
then by Hull. Stereolithography process [36] was one of the first rapid prototyping device that

3 CAD : Computer-aided design
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was commercialized. The first principle as presented in Figure 32 is to turn a liquid
photosensitive monomer into a solid polymer thanks to a UV laser beam.

Figure 32: Principle of stereolithography
process
The first people interested by this technology was the dental prosthetic technician, surgeons,
architects, etc. Indeed, thanks to this process, it is possible to design a piece for a special
applications. In hyperfrequency field, this process, and more specially when using ceramic
materials, is very interesting because ceramics have very good electromagnetic properties. The
most used ceramics are Alumina, Zirconia and BMT with a typical accuracy of 50 to 100 µm
depending on the size of the manufactured part.
The ceramic stereolithography process will be more deeply described in Chapter III.
2

Digital Light Processing (DLP)

This method used by Lithoz GmbH [37] and Admatec Europe [38] is practically the same as
the SLA. The different point concerns the way the liquid monomer is exposed to the light. We
do not use a laser but a lamp associated with micro-mirror matrix composed of millions of
them. Every mirror represents a pixel of the XY manufacturing plan. The mirror reflects (or
not) the light on the paste to expose to the light (or not) the equivalent pixel of the fabricated
element. The layers are created one after another. The interesting part of this process is its time
saving factor compared to the SLA because it does not require a laser to move to polymerize
the entire surface. Then, the displacement of the micro-mirrors is very fast and the
implementation of this technique is less complex. The resolution is directly linked to the size
of a single micro-mirror (few tenths of µm).
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2 Material jetting: Polyjet and multijet
The polyjet (Figure 33) approach is similar to the previous technologies because here again an
ultraviolet light polymerizes a resin. The difference concerns the paste deposition. The
material is injected by nozzles with an inkjet printer. The used light illuminates the complete
working surface. In this way, the resolution of our element is not the dimension of a laser spot
but the dimensions of the droplets. Moreover an artificial and structural plastic is added to
support our element during the process. This latter can be simply removed by water jet.

Figure 33: Principle of the Polyjet printing
The advantages of this process are the association of different materials and the possibility to
obtain parts with several colors. A lot of materials can be used with different properties: high
temperature resistance, opaque, transparent, unbendable, bio-compatible, etc.
However, the mechanical strength is low and the heat and the natural light (UV) exposure
decrease the lifespan.
3 Binder jetting: 3D printing
This 3D printing process [39] is interesting to have multicolored objects in a short time. The
Figure 34 describes the principle of this manufacturing method. A powder is spread uniformly
by means of a piston and a roller. The inkjet print head releases a colored liquid binder to
assembly the different particles of the powder together. Furthermore, it is possible to have
several colors on the same layer.
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Figure 34: Principle of the binder jetting
Two to four layers per minute can be realized with this printer. Then, the powder is used for
the support of the fabricated element. However, a cleaning step is necessary to remove the
useless powder and we have to inject an adhesive compound to strengthen the piece. Then, the
element is cured to increase its mechanical properties.
Nevertheless, we do not have a good surface finish, exactitude and solidity with this method.
The binder jetting is a cheap and fast process but it is more useful for a prototype activity.
4 Material extrusion: fused deposition modeling (FDM), fused
filament fabrication (FFF)
The FDM [40] is a very cheap and reachable technology for general public. A fused polymer
wire is droped on a mobile platform by extrusion nozzles. A schematic view is presented in
Figure 35. The object is created very fast layer by layer. A support material is deposited in the
same time to hold our element and can be removed after fabrication by a Sodium chlorate4.
Several nozzles can be used to have different colors of polymers in the same piece. The
manufacturing tolerances depends on the diameter of the melted wire, usually it is about
hundreds of micrometer.

4 Sodium chlorate : Na2ClO3
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Figure 35: principle of FDM
The next materials can be used with this process: thermoplastics (ABS, PLA), polycarbonates,
elastomers, wax, ceramics [41] and many others.

5 Powder bed fusion: selective laser sintering (SLS), selective
laser melting (SLM), Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS), electron beam
melting (EBM)
1

Selective Laser Sintering (SLS)

For this process, we can use powder of polymer, ceramic or glass. The difference with the
previous method is the powder is aggregated by a laser [42] (Figure 36). Indeed, the laser
warms up the particles and they will fuse to create a layer of the 3D object. Then, the work
area moves down and another powder layer is spread. This process takes place in a closed and
heated enclosure.
For the same reason as the binder jetting, the powder is also the support of the manufactured
element. The cleaning step is very easy to do and we can achieve complex structure with this
process. The advantages are the mechanical strength of the fabricated piece and a lower cost
than the SLA but the exactitude is lower. We notice that it is possible to realize articulated
objects. The roughness of the surfaces are bigger than the SLA because of the porosity and the
dimensions of the powder particles needed to ensure a proper spreading of them.
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Figure 36: principle of SLS

2

Selective Laser Melting (SLM) and Direct Metal Laser

Sintering (DMLS)
They are the same process as SLS but they are using powders composed of metallic particles.
Then the difference [43] between SLM and DMLS is that in SLM the material is fully melted
rather than sintered.
3

Electron Beam Melting (EBM)

This method [44] uses also metallic powder but to aggregate it an electron beam at high
temperature (700 to 1000°C) melts the powder and merges the metallic particles together. The
density of this kind of element can achieved 100%, consequently the mechanical properties
are maximal. However, the process (Figure 37) takes place in a vacuum enclosure with an
antioxidant atmosphere to conserve the metallic powder in a good conditions. It is an
interesting way to realize mold fabrication and the object can claim to be space applications
compatible due to its excellent mechanical properties.
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Figure 37: principle of EBM

4

Sheet Lamination: Laminated Object Manufacturing

(LOM)
This process (Figure 38) is based on a solid layer of polymer, paper or metal that is cut out
thanks to a laser [45]. Then, the platform moves down and another layer is rolled out and
sticks to the previous one.
This method presents a low intern tightness of the materials, as a result we have less strain of
the object. The lifespan is longer and the element are less fragile. They can also present huge
dimensions (500×800×500 mm3). It is a very cheap process as demonstrated with the paper
material. However, we can not have a good exactitude and homogenous mechanical and
thermal properties due to the contact between two layers. Thus, a finishing step must be
programmed.
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CERAM Research Ltd

Figure 38: principle of LOM

6 Directed Energy Deposition (DED): Laser Engineered Net
Shaping (LENS), Direct Metal Deposition (DMD), 3D Laser Cladding
For this kind of application, the matter is directly deposited to the wished location [46]. The
metallic powder or wire is warmed up using a laser, an electron beam or an ionized gas before
being thrown to the working area. To avoid oxidization, this process takes place in an
enclosure low on oxygen. When the first layer is completed, the printing head rises by layer
thickness and realizes the second one.
This process permits to have voluminous object with a strong density up to 100%. Then, the
fusion can change the properties of the material and creates special characteristics for one
application. It is possible to repair specifically an element with this method.
However, a finishing step is necessary to obtain a low roughness, then, the used quantity of
material is important and we are more limited for the design of complex piece.
Since our application based on DRs is extremely dependent on the material properties and the
need to be capable to produce complex (ideally ceramic parts), we have chosen the 3D
stereolithography process (SLA) because of the previous points, and because we can have the
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same results as for a classic manufacturing with more rapidity. Then, the possibilities with this
method are practically infinite, so the complicated shapes are not a limitation.
Because of the very demanding performances required by this thesis components for space
applications, the compatible materials (Zirconia, Alumina, BMT) present very interesting
properties (permittivity, loss tangent, etc) and are relevant candidates for filters and resonators
that are working in millimetric and submillimetric frequencies.
To realize the different pieces by stereolithography process, we will work with the CTTC,
Centre de Transfert de Technologie Céramique located in Limoges.
3

Conclusion

The additive manufacturing processes are now one of the main evolution of this century.
Indeed, they change the way to realize things from the customer that can make his own piece
like replacing a broken part of his washing machine to the ESA that want to built a lunar
station using the Moon's ground material. The different techniques permit to adapt the
technologies to the element characteristics, we can made very small element (micrometer) to
huge one (several meters). The range of material is also an advantage and every day new
materials are created in order to be more efficient and adapted for the different function. The
plastic was one of the first study material thanks to this malleable structure, but now it is
possible to use metals, alloys or ceramics which are a very interesting candidates for the
researched DRs based filters. Associated with the accuracy provided by the SLA as well as its
capability to create complex shapes, the additive manufacturing appears to be suitable for our
goal even if traditional means like high precision milling of ceramic blocks can still be a good
back-up to keep.
Conclusion
The space knows a resurgence of interest with the last discoveries and programs. The Mars
mission and Rosetta show us we still have so much things to accomplish. Some big companies
are now realizing research in the spatial field. We have for example SpaceX that want to
reduce the prices of the launch for small satellites by re-using some parts of the booster rocket.
Then, original ideas appeared as to colonize the Mars planet (Mars-one [51]). Even if it is not
currently possible, this project creates interest for the general public and for laboratories in
many areas such as biology, heat science, etc.
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In this chapter, we have defined the preliminary requirements for the wide band filter
researched in this thesis. We want to realize an Input filter with a wide band and a high Qfactor. In this way, we have studied the existing solutions of wide band filters and we have
identified two main technologies: combline and ridge filters. However the drawbacks of these
kind of filters are the limited compactness and a low to medium Q-factor. That is why we were
interested by the filters used for narrow bandwidth selection, these latter using dielectric
resonators, because we know that with these components we can have high Q-factor and good
compactness due to the properties of the used dielectric materials (loss tangent and
permittivity). In this way, we have seen different configurations using this kind of dielectric
elements and we saw that one main constraints is the limited coupling which can be used
between DRs.
The purpose of this work is to achieve a wide bandpass filter using dielectric resonators in
order to have also a high Q-factor and compactness, therefore to try to find an intermediate
path between wide band combline filters and compact/ low loss DRs based filters.
Then, we have presented different additive manufacturing processes in order to have an
overview of the different kinds of technologies that may be capable to build the researched
DRs based filters. We have seen that these technologies are part of a greatly developing sector
because, thanks to this new way of manufacturing, the only limit is our imagination. Indeed,
all kinds of forms can be realized and many materials (plastics, ceramics, metal, etc) and
colors can be used. We can also created by this way very small object but also voluminous
one. For example, it is possible to built houses [52] with 3D printer.
Looking at our objective, the SLA process using low loss ceramics such as Alumina, Zirconia
or even BMT looks like to be a very good candidate for the realization of the first prototypes
which will be studied and developed in Chapter II.
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CHAPTER II
Strong Coupling
Studies
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Introduction
In this part, we will present a study dedicated to maximizing coupling between dielectric
resonators (DR). We seek here to reach coupling values capable to create wide bandpass filter
with a bandwidth superior to 10% of the central frequency, using dielectric resonators and
around 4 GHz. Then, a typical spurious free range of 700MHz around 4 GHz is also part of
our initial specifications.
For this work, we decided to study and characterize three different dielectric materials:
Alumina because it is a common material used for telecommunication applications, Zirconia
because it proposes a high permittivity (>30) and BMT for its low loss tangent (< 1 10-4).
First, we will show how we will calculate the coupling between cavities loaded with DR and
the coupling for the Input and the Output of a filter based on such resonators. Then, we will
present the synthesis software we will use to facilitate the optimization of our designs.
The first DR mode chosen as a starting point will be the well established TE 01δ mode. We will
have here a deep investigation on its electromagnetic field distribution, its characteristics, etc.
With this mode we will try to answer our problematic that is to create very strong coupling
with Input/Output probes and between two dielectric resonators of this kind. We will study
more precisely several evolutions of its base geometry and we will give the advantages and
the drawbacks of the proposed designs.
A very similar work will be done with the TM010 mode We will expose our solution to realize
the strong coupling needed by this work.
Following this study, we will choose the more efficient and promising configuration for the
next step that is to design and to build a wide bandpass filter.
VII. Characterization of the materials.
1

Method to characterize the dielectric materials

To measure the properties of the ceramic material, we first design a dielectric resonator at the
wanted frequency and then place it inside a metallic cavity on a Teflon support (Figure 42).
This support permits us to center the resonator in the middle of the cavity and it has usually a
low permittivity to minimize its impact on the DR performances. We have a set of already
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available cavities with various dimensions for the characterizations of cylinders of dielectric
materials. These dielectric resonators should follow these next formulas in order to be placed
in such cavities and to minimize the losses coming from the metal enclosure (metal cavities):

with

Rc = 2 Rdr

Hc = 3 Rdr

Hdr = Rdr

Hs= Rdr

Rc: the radius of the cavity
Hc: the height of the cavity
Rdr: the radius of the dielectric resonator
Hdr: the height of the dielectric resonator
Hs : the height of the support

Figure 39: A cavity to characterize
a dielectric resonator on a Teflon
support
For example, we design a dielectric resonator working at 4GHz using Zirconia material in an
available cavity. We optimized the DR as a function of the available cavity. In our case, we
find a height of 8mm and a radius of 6.5mm for the DR using a cavity with a height of 15mm
and a radius of 15mm.
This cavity is excited thanks to coaxial probes ended by a magnetic loop.
We measure the loaded Q-factor (Qc) defined by the next equation:
Qc =
with

fr
Δf

(1)

fr : the resonance frequency
Δf: f2-f1

as seen in Figure 43.
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Figure 40: determination of the Qc factor
Then, we determinate unloaded the Q-factor of the resonator and the cavity (Q 0) using the next
relation:
Q 0=

Qc
1−| S 21| ϖ=ϖ

(2)
0

with S21 the value of the transmission coefficient at the resonance frequency:

f r=ϖ 0 /2 π

(3)
We can link the Q0-factor with the dielectric Q-factor (Qd) with the following equation:
−1

−1

−1

Q 0 =Q d +Q m +Qs

with

−1

(4)

Qd: quality factor showing the dielectric losses
Qm: quality factor showing the metallic losses
Qs: quality factor showing the losses of the Teflon support
1 Characterization of the cavity

We measured the empty cavity with a very low Input/Output coupling (|S21|fr<-30dB) to have
the simplified relation: Qc = Q0 so we determine the Q0-factor of the cavity without the support
and the DR. Then, we have to calculate the conductivity of the walls of the cavity using these
formulas:
Q0mes=R Smes×G (5) and Q0th =RS1×G (6)
With

RSmes: measured surface resistivity
RS1: surface resistivity given by σth the theoretical conductivity
G: coefficient of the metallic losses
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so G=1/( Q0th×R S1 ) (7) with
we have: σ mes=σ th×

RS 1=20 π× √ f r /σ mes (8)
mes

2
fr
Q
×( 0 mes ) (9)
fr
Q0 th
mes

th

and

RSmes=20 π× √ f r /σ mes (10)
mes

At the end, we have determinate the properties of the empty cavity, RS and σmes.
2 Properties of the dielectric resonator
Using a 2D FEM (Finite Element Method) of the cavity, support and DR and the dielectric
material supplier supposed properties, we have a first information of the probable frequency of
the DR TE01δ mode. This information is important to have in order to find the right resonant
mode when the cavity, support and DR will be connected to the VNA for its measurement.
Then, we have to determine εr' and εr'' of the complex permittivity (εr=εr'-jεr'') of our dielectric
material under characterization. We use again the 2D FEM model to match the measured
resonant mode frequency and Q factor (respectively f0mes and Q0mes) to the one simulated with
the model.
To obtain the loss tangent (tan δ = εr'' / εr'), we use the following relation:
−1
Q 0 =RSmes ×G+ α×tan δmes (11)

with

α: coefficient of the dielectric losses
G: coefficient of the metallic losses
RSmes: measured surface resistivity

So:
Q0 mes−1−RSmes ×G (12)
tan δ mes=
α
2

Measurement of the properties of the different ceramics

The resonators we used for these characterizations are all made by stereolithography.
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1 Zirconia

Figure 41: powder of
Zirconia (Zirconium
oxide)
The chemical name is Zirconium dioxide with the formula ZrO 2. It is a white crystalline oxide
of zirconium with a monolithic crystalline structure. The typical uses of the material are for
jewelry. Indeed, the cubic Zirconia can be transparent and imitates the diamond, Medicine also
uses this ceramic: for example, it is possible to realize teeth with high hardness and a low
wear, or in another field to realize hip replacement because this material has a very good
compatibility with the human body, reducing transplant rejection.
We have firstly characterized this material for the future design of our filter. Cylinders
resonating around 4, 10 and 11GHz are manufactured by SLA in order to have a wideband
characterization of their electrical properties. Their size are:
-for 4GHz: radius = 6.2mm and height = 8mm
-for 10GHz: radius = 2.1mm and height = 4mm
-for 11GHz: radius = 2mm and height = 4mmIn the graph shown in Figure 43, our
characterization reveals that the permittivity decreases when the frequency increases. For our
case, at 4GHz, we take the value of 33 for the permittivity.

Figure 42: Characterization
of the Zirconia material 4GHz resonator
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Figure 43: The behavior of the Zirconia permittivity as a
function of the frequency
The characterization results of the material loss tangent are presented in the Figure 44. The
variation over frequency is less important than with the permittivity, we will take the value of
tanδ = 1.10-3 for the simulation of our design working at 4GHz.
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tanδ
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f requency /GHz

Figure 44: The behavior of the Zirconia loss tangent as a function
of the frequency
Another parameter that is interesting to know is the Temperature Coefficient of resonant
Frequency (TCF). This coefficient represents the deviation of the DR (or any resonator)
resonant frequency over temperature (between T0 and T1). When the value is close to zero, it is
meaning that the material electrical properties (resonance frequency) are stable over
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temperature and does not have a strain due to the temperature. The formula of the TCF is
shown below:
TCF ( ppm. ° C−1)=
with

6
f r (T 1)−f r (T 0 )
10
×
(13)
f r (T 0)
T 1−T 0

T1: low temperature value
fr(T): the frequency corresponding at the temperature T
T2: high temperature value

We calculate this coefficient for Zirconia material for a temperature range from 20 to 80°C
and we obtain a TCF =-71 ppm.°C -1. This value is not very close to 0 ppm.°C -1 as an ideal
material for space application, but it could be used for prototype. As a consequence it does not
have the ambition to go to space and to go through the temperature change.
Moreover, we notice that this material has a very high hardness (1200 Hv) and a low
sensitivity to the humidity. Then, this material is compatible with different manufacturing
process as milling, sintering, molding and stereolithography.
2 BMT (Barium Magnesium Tantalate)
The chemical formula is Ba(Mg1/3Ta2/3)O3.
We also realize the characterization of the BMT material with a first dielectric resonator
designed to resonate at 10GHz on its TE01δ mode. The usual properties of the BMT material
are: εr = 24 and tanδ = 10-4 [10]. The characterization on BMT resonators fired with two
different recipes were realized. Moreover the very low loss tangent, this material presents a
temperature stability.
1

First recipe

The firing process of this first sample is done at 1500°C for 30 hours. In the Figure 45, we
observe on the left resonator a small layer on the top which is lighter than the bottom part. It is
a layer composed of pollutant elements where some particles have migrated during the firing.
The measurement of this resonator gives us the following properties: the permittivity is 20,8
and a loss tangent of 0.9 10-4. The TCF is -2.66 ppm.°C-1.
We notice that the loss tangent is ten times better than Zirconia material, as a consequence we
will have a better Q0-factor because we will have less losses in our DRs.
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Figure 45: Characterization of the
Zirconia material - recipe 1 (left) ,
recipe 2 (right) - 10GHz resonator
2

Second recipe

The firing of this second resonator is done at 1600°C for 2 hours. On the right of the Figure 45
we observe the obtained dielectric piece. We notice the same problem, a yellow layer
composed of pollutants on the top. For this recipe, we obtain a permittivity of 21.1 and a loss
tangent of 1.2 10-4. The TCF is -0.085 ppm.°C-1. We have mostly the same properties with a
TCF remarkably close to 0 ppm.°C -1. Thanks to that a filter using this material would not need
thermal compensation for its dielectric part.
3 Alumina
This material is very common for the stereolithography process. The chemical name of this
material is Aluminum Oxide with the chemical formula Al2O3.

Figure 46: powder of alumina
(Aluminum Oxide)
The dielectric resonators are shown in the Figure 47.

Figure 47: Alumina resonators
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They are designed to resonate at 5 and 10 GHz on the TE01δ mode.

Aluminia permittiv ity

The permittivity of the material as a function of the frequency is presented in the Figure 48.
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Figure 48: Aluminia permittivity as a function of
the frequency
The loss tangent is also measured and shown in the Figure 49. We notice the loss tangent is
more important than usual, we realized several time the measurement to eliminate the possible
error due to the measure.
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Figure 49: Alumina loss tangent as a function of the
resonance frequency
A probable low density has been obtained for the biggest DR since the loss tangent is directly
linked to density [1].
VIII. Determination of the coupling between dielectric resonators:
In this part, we present how to calculate the value of the coupling coefficient K 12 between two
cavities loaded in our case with dielectric resonators.
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To determinate the K12 coupling between two cavities, we choose the eigenmode simulation
mode in HFSS© and we apply different steps to obtain the value. We use for the explanation
this structure (Figure 50):

Figure 50: initial structure to calculate the K12 coupling
To calculate the coupling of this configuration, we take only a half structure because it is
symmetrical, so we simulate this structure (Figure 51):

Figure 51: one half of the
previous structure
In the HFSS© software, we apply a perfect electric wall on the blue area and we obtain a
frequency which will be named fe corresponding to the even mode. In the same way, we apply
a perfect magnetic wall to obtain another frequency, f m, corresponding to the odd mode of the
cavity.
As a result, using this next formula we can calculate the K12 coupling:
2

2

f −f
k 12= e2 2m
f e+ f m

[2] (15)

This parameter could be expressed as a function of MHz using this formula:
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K 12 ( / MHz)=k 12×bandwidth (16)
This latter expression will be used in this chapter.

IX. Determination of the coupling in Input/Output accesses
1

Phase of the S11 parameter

To obtain the Input/Output coupling expressed as the Qe parameter, we have to measure the
phase of the S11 parameter when a single resonator is excited. For example, in the Figure 52

Figure 52: Determination of the
Qe factor between the cavity
and the waveguide
we change the dimensions of the iris between the cavity and the waveguide to see the impact
on the Input/Output coupling. In this way, we study the phase as shown in Figure 53.
So we determinate the frequency fr to the middle of the phase break and we measure the
frequency interval for the values of

ϕ(f r )+ 90 ° and we calculate Qe-factor as follow. When

we realize a simulation without losses and finally we have:
1
2
=
QL Qe
Qe =2

(17) <=>

fr
Δfr

Qe =2Q L

with

QL =

fr
Δf r

(18) loaded Q-factor

so

±90°

(19)

±90°
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Figure 53: determination of the Qe-factor with the phase of the S11
parameter
2

S21 parameter

Another way to determinate the Qe-factor is to use the S 21 parameter. In this case, we need to
have input and output excitations. The calculation of this one is a little bit different with the
next formula:
Q e =2

fr
(20) with: resonance frequency as illustrated in Figure 54
Δ f −3 dB

Δ f −3 dB=f r 2 −f r 1
−3dB

−3 dB

Figure 54: determination of the Qe-factor with the S21 parameter
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In the Figure 54, we see the approach to calculate the Qe-factor with the S21 parameter.
X. Project software environment
A program called FELO© (Figure 55) is firstly used to obtain the theoretical coupling matrix
of a filter for a given set of specifications (central frequency, the bandwidth, the number of
poles, etc). We have also the possibility to choose the topology (Chebyshev, elliptical,..) and
finally to retrieve the matrix that will be used for the design of the project filters. After

Figure 55: front panel of the FELO software
completing the software, the theoretical S parameters can be plot as well as the corresponding
coupling matrix (Figure 57 and Figure 58).
Then, we plot the response (Figure 56) to check if it is the right one we want and we can
collect the coupling matrix calculated by the software (Figure 57).
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Figure 56: example of a filter response with the
FELO software

Figure 57: coupling matrix obtained by FELO
software
We note that the matrix is normalized so it is not associated to a frequency or to a bandwidth
in Hz but only to the shape of the response we want.
During the design process, we can use another software called PRESTO (Figure 58) to help us
identifying the actual couplings and resonance frequencies of the resonators composing a filter
under design (simulation). The response of the simulated filter is thus compared to the
theoretical matrix, and this program identifies the couplings between the different poles that
compose our filter. The software need us to precise the characteristics of our filter as the
central frequency, the number of poles, etc. To increase the pertinence of the result, it is
possible to shrink the study frequency interval to have a better identification of its coupling
matrix. Thanks to PRESTO, the couplings within a given structure can be identified and their
study and optimization can be very efficiently done.
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Figure 58: front panel of the PRESTO software
With this software, we can then study a given geometrical modification on the different
couplings existing in the structure under study. In other words, we are able to identify the
different coupling coefficients affected by this modification.

Figure 59: Values of the coupling coefficients of the
simulated filter (bottom matrix) and of the theoretical one
that is expected (top matric)
For practical reason, we will denormalize this matrix to have the coefficient expressed in
MHz. Indeed, it will be more easier to identify how wide a bandwidth can be achieved using
such couplings.
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XI. TE01δ mode
1

Dielectric resonator

The first part of this study will be focused on a cylindrical cavity containing a cylindrical DR
design to resonate on the TE01δ mode [3]-[4]. This resonator permits us to increase the
compactness of our design because the dielectric material allow to concentrate more
efficiently the EM field inside this element due to the permittivity. However, we will have
lower Q-factor than using only metallic cavity because we add some dielectric losses. As we
saw in the first chapter, the TE01δ mode is present in many input filters or in IMUX. Indeed,
this single mode is very interesting because it offers the advantages of design simplicity, a
good frequency free range, the possibility to couple with different technologies like microstrip line [5], waveguide [6], probe [7], etc.
We will use two main dielectric materials in the project: Zirconia and BMT. The Zirconia
(ZrO2) will be mainly used for prototyping purposes because of its lower price and easier
availability. The BMT material will be rather used for advanced filters regarding its higher
performances (temperature stability, better tanδ) but coming with a higher price and more
limited availability in terms of quantity.
The starting point of this study is a single Zirconia resonator on the TE 01δ mode in a cavity at 4
GHz (Figure 60).

Figure 60: Zirconia DR inside a
cavity
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Then, the Figure 61 shows the electric and the magnetic field inside the cavity loaded by a
dielectric resonator and the cavity. We notice it is concentrated in the dielectric material as
expected. The TE01δ mode is easily identifiable.

Figure 61: Electric and magnetic field inside a cavity loaded by a
dielectric resonator
The diameter and the height of the DR are optimized to provide the TE 01δ mode at 4 GHz.
After that, we choose the dimensions of the cavity to tune the spurious free range and to make
it as wide as possible. We initially chose some arbitrary ratio between the DR and cavity
dimensions such as:
- Rcav = 2 RDR
- Hcavity = 3 RDR
After optimization, we obtained the following dimensions to work at 4GHz:
1/ dielectric resonator:
• radius = 9.5 mm
• height = 6 mm
2/ cavity:
• radius = 15 mm
• height = 18mm
The response of this element is summarized in the Table IV considering a loss tangent for the
Zirconia material and a cavity conductivity of 50 106 S/m (ideal case with a silver plating).
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Eigenmode

Frequency /GHz

Q

TE01δ

4.049

1190

TE112

4.551

1210

TE112

4.551

1210

Spurious mode

5.20

1860

Spurious mode

5.20

1860

Table IV: frequency response of the dielectric resonator
We have the fundamental TE01δ mode frequency at 4.049 GHz (close enough to our objective)
and the next mode is at 4.55 GHz, providing a spurious free range higher than 500 MHz and
the Q factor is 1190.
A more realistic geometry will include a Teflon support in order to maintain the DR in the
middle of the cavity and therefore to maximize its Q-factor. Teflon is chosen because it has a
low permittivity of 2,1 and a low loss tangent of 0.00028 (at 3 GHz).
The obtained dimensions for the cavity and DR will provide a baseline for the following
study: based on a 2-pole configuration, we will try different strategies to obtain coupling high
enough for a 10% or better bandpass filter.
2

Ring resonators

It is possible to modify the previous design of the DR in order to have a better Q-factor or/and
a better spurious free range: we draw a dielectric ring resonator [8]-[9]. We add a hole in its
center to increase the Q-factor as well and use a supporting element made with the same

Figure 62: resonator and support with a hole - one single
material
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dielectric material as for dielectric resonators. The DR and its supporting element are designed
to be only one part.
In the Figure 62, we identify the DR and its support which is used to center the DR in the
middle of the cavity. Both DR and support have a central hole to limit the excitation of
spurious modes. The dielectric material we use is Zirconia in the following parts.

Mode TE01δ /GHz

Mode 2 /GHz

Mode 3 /GHz

Mode 4 /GHz

Mode 5 /GHz

Mode 6 /GHz

Mode 7 /GHz

Mode 8 /GHz

7,5

6,5
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3
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5

5,5

6

radius of the hole /mm

Figure 63: Impact of the hole radius inside a dielectric resonator
The Figure 63 shows the influence of the diameter of the hole inside the dielectric resonator
for the first eight modes. These simulations are made using the following parameters:
diametercavity = 22mm

diameterDR = 14,8mm

heightcavity = 18mm

heightDR = 7mm

We can see that the best spurious free range is for a hole radius of 3.5mm. The frequency
window between the TE mode and the next one is more than 700MHz in that case. It will be a
solution for our future filter if we need to increase the spurious free range while using this
single part component combining the DR and its support.

3

Input/Output couplings

In this part, we will present different Input/Output coupling system. To realize a wide
bandwidth filter, we know that a strong Input/Output coupling will be necessary. In this way,
we present several techniques to achieve this challenge. For the next designs, we work on the
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TE01δ mode. The targeted Qe-factor for our study will be 10 for the 10% bandwidth researched
in this thesis.
1 Waveguide
This way is the usual one for cavity resonator. To determinate the Qe-factor (Input/Output
coupling value), we need the argument of the S11 parameter, that is why we design only one
waveguide connected to one cavity loaded with the DR (Figure 64). We widely open the Input
iris to have a maximum coupling. The dielectric resonator and the cavity are designed to
resonate at 4GHz.

Figure 64: resonator excited by
waveguide
We study the value of the coupling for different dimension for the Input coupling iris.
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Figure 65: Waveguide - Input coupling - Height of the iris
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We observe in the Figure 65 that the Qe-factor decreases when we increase the height of the
Input iris, meaning that the coupling increases. Indeed, the opening is bigger so more
electromagnetic fields can pass through this element.
In the Figure 66, we obtain the same comment about the variation of the Qe-factor. However,
it is less sensitive.
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Figure 66: Waveguide - Input coupling -Width of the iris
Finally, we observe on the Figure 67 variation of the Input coupling as a function of the
thickness of the coupling iris. It is the expected behavior. Indeed, when the thickness increases
the Input/Output coupling decreases.
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Figure 67: Waveguide - Input coupling -Thickness of the iris
In light of the obtained result, we have a very low Input/Output coupling using waveguides.
As a reminder, the targeted value is around 10. In this way, we have to find another way to
couple our dielectric resonator.
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Then, we will use a magnetic loop because this excitation system will be closer to the
dielectric resonator, so the coupling should be bigger.
2 Magnetic loop
We decide to try this system due to the orientation of the magnetic field inside the dielectric
resonator, Figure 68. Indeed, if the probe is close to the dielectric element, it is possible to
increase the energy transfer between the two parts. In this way, we study the behavior of a
magnetic loop with the ceramic piece.
The dimensions of these elements are:
-for the cavity:

height: 30mm
diameter: 30mm

-for the DR:

height: 8mm
diameter: 13mm

Figure 68: orientation of the
magnetic field in the cavity
Firstly, we insert a coaxial probe with a loop close to the DR as presented in Figure 69.
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Figure 69: Magnetic loops close to the
DR
We calculate the Qe-factor and with a long probe which is very close (touching) to the DR, we
can obtain a low Qe-factor. In the Figure 70, we see when the probe length increases (so it
becomes closer of the dielectric resonator) the Input/Output follows the same effect. However
the lowest Qe-factor we obtain is 609. In this way, we can not use this solution to achieve
strong coupling for the Input and Output accesses.
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Figure 70: Qe-factor of this design as a function of the
length of the probe
We have decided to follow this direction and we propose another configuration presented in
the Figure 71. In order to increase the coupling provided by such system, we increase the size
of the loops as well as their position and geometry (Figure 71).
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Figure 71: configuration B for Input/Output with
magnetic loops inside the dielectric resonator
First, we study the impact of the gap between the two arms of the coaxial probe. The length of
the excitation stays the same. It is presented in the Figure 72.

Figure 72: Variation of the gap between the two
arms of the coaxial probe
The results are shown in the Figure 73. We observe that we have a maximal coupling for a gap
of 1.5mm, the associated Qe-factor is 22. However, the value of the coupling has a small
evolution. The Qe-factor stays around 25.
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Figure 73: Result for the variation of the gap between the two arms of
the coaxial probe
Then, we investigate the variation of the Qe-factor as a function of the length of the coaxial
probe. In the Figure 74, we can see different lengths for the coaxial probe.

Figure 74: Example of different lengths for
the coaxial probe
The values of the Input coupling obtained for the different lengths of the coaxial probe are
presented in the Figure 75.
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Figure 75: Result for the length variation of the coaxial
probe
For this configuration we obtained a Qe-factor around 13. We see this excitation configuration
we can achieve strong coupling even if we did not have less than 10. However, the complexity
of this kind of coaxial probe is too important to apply it for our filter. Indeed, It will be
difficult to have the right dimensions and gaps, then we have to design the dielectric resonator
as a function of the diameter of the coaxial probe.
A last configuration with a coaxial probe in the cavity placed close to the DR is proposed
(Figure 76). We modify the different dimensions to realize the wanted coupling value of 10.
We can increase the diameter of the metallic probe and also the distance to the dielectric
resonator.

Figure 76: excitation system coaxial probe inside a cavity with
a 90° bend
We study the behavior of the Qe-factor as a function of the position and the length of the
coaxial probe. The two parameters we will study are presented in the Figure 77.
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Figure 77: Presentation of the two studied parameters
for the Input coupling
In the Figure 78, we have the variation of the Qe-factor as a function of the distance with the
coaxial probe. We can deduce that the Input coupling increases when the coaxial probe is
closer to the dielectric resonator as expected.
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Figure 78: Behavior of the Qe-factor as a
function the distance between the DR and the
probe
The second parameter which is studied is the position of the coaxial probe. Upon changing its
position, the length of the 90° bend changes (Figure 79). When the position of the probe
moves to the highest positive values (0 mm means that the probe is above the DR center). the
length of the 90° bend increases, and more surface are excited by the coaxial probe.
Consequently, the Input coupling increases when the position goes up.
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Figure 79: Behavior of the Qe-factor as a function of the
position of the coaxial probe
With this kind of probe, we achieve a Qe-factor around 9. This last solution appears to be
compatible with our needs. To have a better idea of the behavior of this coupling, we examine
the electromagnetic fields to see the interaction between the coaxial probe and the dielectric
resonator, as shown in Figure 80.

Figure 80: electromagnetic field inside the cavity
Now, we have to study the coupling between two resonators to move forward towards the
creation of our 10% bandwidth filter around 4GHz.
4

Inter-resonator coupling

Keeping the TE mode, we have then tried different modifications of the base DR to maximize
the coupling between adjacent dielectric resonators to reach the wanted value of 400MHz. The
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dielectric material used for the next configurations is still Zirconia and we try to create
monolithic ceramic components where all the resonators are merged together.
1 First configuration
The first modified structures used here are presented in Figure 81. It is composed of a
cylindrical dielectric resonators with two cylinders (arms) connected to it. The purpose of
these cylinders is to guide the electric field in these dielectric cylinders. The Figure 82 shows
the variation of the radius of the connecting dielectric element.

Figure 81: first configuration

Figure 82: first configuration - TE01δ mode with modifications of the
connecting cylinder radius (r)
The K12 coupling is plotted as a function of the cylinder diameters. At the beginning, the K12
coupling increases with the radius to a maximum for 3.5mm because after this value, the two
horizontal cylinders merge in just one big cylinders. The maximal coupling we obtain is 80
MHz far from the expected 400MHz.
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Figure 83: Variation of the K12 coupling -first configuration
In the Table V, we present one simulation for the radius r=5mm in the perfect magnetic wall
configuration.
Eigenmode:

Frequency /GHz

Mode 1 – fundamental

3.69

Mode 2 – cavity

4.25

Mode 3 – cavity

4.30

Mode 4 – TE101

4.46

Mode 5 – cavity

5.23

Table V: spurious modes for the first configuration – TE01δ mode
In the Figure 84, we observe the electric and magnetic field inside the cavity and the dielectric
element. The fields are strong at the level of the connecting element, however the appearance
of the electric field is disturbed by this element.
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Figure 84: first configuration - Electromagnetic field inside the
DR and the cavity

2 Second configuration
Another modification with the dielectric part connecting two close dielectric resonators is
proposed (Figure 85).

Figure 85: second configuration –
TE01δ mode
We put a hole in the center of the dielectric resonator to avoid some spurious modes and we
have a rectangular shape for the dielectric element connecting the two DRs.
The electric field (Figure 86) is a little bit easier to identify than with the previous
configuration. A spurious mode is unfortunately located in the iris close to 4GHz and it will be
difficult to avoid its presence.
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Figure 86: electric field – second configuration – TE01δ mode
To determinate the K12 coupling provided by this structure, a parametric study of the

K12 coupling /MHz

dielectric iris dimensions has been done. The dielectric iris height (z axis) is here set to 6mm.
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Figure 87: K12 coupling depending on the axis x dimension second configuration – TE01δ mode
Thanks to this graph (Figure 87), we identify the maximal coupling we can have with this
design, it is 280MHz. In this way, we do the same thing for the other dimensions (following
the axis z) with the dimension for the axis x at 9mm.
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Figure 88: K12 coupling depending of the axis z dimension - second
configuration – TE01δ mode
The variation according to the other axis (Figure 88) does not show a better K12 coupling. So
with the concept we can achieve a coupling around 280 MHz.
We also study the different modes excited within the structure and we see that some spurious
modes are close to our working frequency (Table VI) making it not satisfactory for our
application.
Eigenmode –

Frequency /GHz

Q

Mode 1 – cavity

4.19

1290

Mode 2 – cavity

4.20

2270

Mode 3 – fundamental

5.01

1240

Mode 4 – iris/cavity

5.46

1330

Mode 5 – cavity

5.53

1240

Table VI: modes of the second configuration

3 Third configuration
We present another configuration with the TE01δ mode on the Figure 89.
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Figure 89: third configuration TE01δ mode
We keep the hole inside the dielectric resonator and add another on the dielectric element
between the two cavities. The two rectangular shapes are located in the place where we have
the maximum value of the electric field.

Figure 90: electric field – third configuration - TE01δ mode
We do not have a clear result here when trying to identify the TE 01δ (Figure 90) and we are not
sure to actually work on this mode. We also have a small coupling between cavities loaded by
such dielectric part and spurious modes are very close to our working frequency (Table VII).

Eigenmode –

Frequency /GHz

Q

Mode 1 – fundamental

3.22

1200

Mode 2 – cavity/iris

3.40

1210

Mode 3 – cavity/iris

3.42

1870

Mode 4 – TM22

4.65

1250

Mode 5 – TM22

4.81

1550

Table VII: modes of the third configuration
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4 Fourth configuration
We present a last design for the coupling between cavities based with the TE 01δ DR mode. To
do this we take into account the previous results and we try to avoid as much as possible the
spurious mode that could appear and we keep trying to maximize the K 12 coupling factor. This
last concept is shown in the Figure 91.

Figure 91: fourth configuration
TE01δ mode
We have a first dielectric resonator with two arms connected to a second dielectric resonator.
In this way, the dielectric material in the iris is more located where we mostly have the electric
field for the TE01δ mode and we avoid to excite spurious modes. We obtain the next modes for
this structure:
Eigenmode

Frequency /GHz

Mode 1 – cavity

4.15

Mode 2 – fundamental

4.25

Mode 3 – cavity

5.21

Mode 4 – TE101

5.80

Mode 5 – TE101

5.90

Table VIII: modes for the fourth configuration
We see in Table VIII that the first mode is not the fundamental one but if we succeed to
eliminate this one we will have a spurious free range around 1GHz. Moreover, the measured
K12 coupling is around 270 MHz, so it is close to our goal.
In the Figure 92, we identify the structure of the electric and magnetic fields. The electric field
is disturbed by the dielectric element at the level of the iris
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Figure 92: fourth configuration - electric and magnetic fields
However, two principal reasons make that design not feasible. The first one is it will be
difficult to avoid the first mode of the cavity and to keep the actual spurious free range. The
other reason is that we want to realize a typical Chebychev filter with an order higher than two
(a 4th order typically). Because of the geometry of the proposed DR, the intermediate
resonators (between resonators number 1 and 3 in the case of a 4th order filter for example)
would be very complex and hard to make geometry that would certainly disturb our TE 01δ
mode.
5

Conclusion

We have presented in this section resonators based on the TE01δ mode and their different
characteristics.
After all the studied configurations where modifications of these DRs have been tried, we
have not succeed to have a strong enough K 12 coupling with the TE01δ mode DRs even if a
proper Input/Output coupling can be achieved with bended coaxial probes. Indeed, the electric
field can not be easily guided through dielectric arms connecting two close DRs. Even with
potentially high K12 close to 300 MHz, the studied structures present a high number of
spurious modes close to the DR working frequency, making that result not satisfactory.
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XII. TM010 mode
1

Electromagnetic fields

We work with this mode to try to have 10% of bandwidth for our filter since the previous
studies based on TE01δ mode resonators were not satisfactory. First, we study a dielectric
resonator in a cavity (Figure 93) using the selected TM01 mode proposed that Pr Kobayashi
[11]

Figure 93: dielectric resonator
using the TM010 mode
We see the electric and the magnetic field inside the cavity:

Figure 94: electric (left) and magnetic (right) fields – strong field: red;
low field: blue – TM010 mode
The electric field is contained inside of the dielectric resonator and we think it would be easier
to very efficiently couple this field between two stacked resonators.
Considering the Zirconia properties and a metal housing conductivity of 50 S/m, a Q factor of
2100 can be obtained. Moreover, we have a very good spurious free range of 5GHz. The
dimensions of the initial configuration used for this study are as follow:
1/ dielectric resonator:
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• radius = 2,1mm
• height = 10 mm
2/ cavity:
• side (axis x and y) = 20 mm
• height = 18mm
2

Reasons of our choice

The study of the TE01δ and TM010 modes gives us a good idea of which one will be more
efficient to realize the wide band filter we want to achieve. Indeed, the different configurations
for the TE01δ mode shows that it is very difficult to obtain a strong coupling between two
cavities and also to have a good spurious free range. Then, the electromagnetic fields are not
easy to guide from one cavity to another, specially the electric field. That is why we decide to
move to the TM010 mode. Furthermore, the orientation of the electric field makes us sure that it
will be more easier to guide this mode between two resonators. Therefore, we study the way to
obtain strong coupling with this mode.
As in the previous part, we will optimize an Input/Output and inter-resonator couplings
dedicated to this TM010 mode.
3

Designs for Input/output coupling

To end up with a strong coupling, we decide to put a coaxial probe inside the dielectric
resonator to have a maximum interaction between these two elements (Figure 95). Moreover,
we can control the coupling value thanks to the length of the coaxial probe inside the

Figure 95: Input/Output coupling system
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resonator. Studying the electromagnetic field inside this structure, we see that we can create a
very strong interaction between the dielectric resonator and the coaxial probe as shown in the
Figure 96.

Figure 96: Electric and magnetic fields - interaction between the
dielectric resonator and the coaxial probe
Moreover, the probe will be used like a support system to maintain the dielectric element in
the cavity. A Teflon support is therefore not needed for the TM010 dielectric resonators.
The Figure 97 presents the variation of the Qe-factor as a function of the length of the coaxial
probe inside the dielectric resonator. We observe that for a length greater than 1.5mm we have
a very high Input/Output coupling. A very low Qe-factor around 3.5 can be obtained here.
As a reminder, for a 4-pole filter, we would need a Qe-factor around 10. We thus have a
coupling system fully satisfactory for our purpose.
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Figure 97: Evolution of the Qe-factor depending of the
length of the coaxial probe

4

Designs for coupling between resonators

In order to get a maximum coupling between two stacked DRs, we propose the configuration
shown in Figure 98. A dielectric element between the two dielectric resonators is placed in
Figure 98.

Figure 98: dielectric element for strong
coupling and connecting two resonators
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We have chosen a cubic dielectric element and this part connects both dielectric resonators
together, Figure 98. It is an interesting solution because all these dielectric elements are made
with the same material within one single part. At the level of the iris, we insert a gap between
the dielectric material and the metallic cavity to take in account the manufacturing tolerances
for the ceramic part and also for the metallic housing as we can see in the Figure 98.

Figure 99: configuration to have a strong K12
coupling – TM010 mode
A study showing the variation of the K12 coupling as a function of the different dimensions of
the dielectric element (see Figure 99) is provided in the next section.
1 Variation of the length of dielectric element (axis z)
To have a better idea of the behavior of the dielectric part in the iris, we will see the impact of
its length on the K12 coupling coefficient. We consider this initial set of dimensions:
• axis x: a = 9 mm
• axis y: b = 9 mm
• gap dielectric element/cavity = 0.7 mm
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Figure 100: K12 coupling versus the length of the
dielectric coupling element
We deduce that when the length of the element increases, the K 12 coupling decreases (Figure
100). For a length of 0.5mm, we expect a coupling of 1150 MHz which is more than we want
and therefore a very good way to have a strong coupling between cavities based with DRs.
8.1.2 Variation of the dimensions of the dielectric element (axis x and y)
After the length, we study now the evolution of the coupling as a function of the dimensions a
and b following the axis x and y. In order to arbitrary keep a square cross-section, we do the
simulation with the same value for a and b.
Dimensions of the dielectric part:
• axis z: length = 2.2 mm
• gap dielectric element/cavity = 0.7 mm
•a=b
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Figure 101: K12 coupling versus the dimensions a and b of the
dielectric coupling element
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The K12 coupling (Figure 101) increases with the dimensions but it is less sensitive. Indeed,
the K12 coupling moves from 350 to 500 MHz.
2 Variation of the gap between the dielectric element and the
cavity
The last parameter is studied in order to take into account the gap between the dielectric
element and the metal cavity. To do this study, we set the others dimensions of the dielectric
part as follow:
• axis x: a = 6 mm
• axis y: b = 6 mm
• axis z: length = 2.2mm
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Figure 102: K12 coupling versus the gap metallic
housing/dielectric element
The gap between the dielectric and the metallic parts appears to be a very sensitive parameter
since a modification of just 100 µm induces a great change in the k12 coupling parameter
(Figure 102). Considering the SLA manufacturing tolerances (±100µm typically) and the
inaccuracy of the placement of the dielectric part in the housing, we therefore expect a limited
control of this. Thus, we expect that it will be difficult to obtain the right value of coupling for
this element. It is therefore strongly advised to find a tuning way for this coupling element.
Considering that a cylindrical connecting element instead of a cubic one could be used as well,
we have decided to keep using the cubic shape because it is more easy to manufacture by the
stereolithography process (self supported element that does not requires any supporting parts
when the part will be made horizontally). Indeed, the layers composing this part will have the
same length so they have a better stability. However, in the future, it may be necessary to
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study a circular shape if we see better properties or to have a same general cylindrical form for
the whole dielectric part.
5

Conclusion

We have studied the TM010 mode to obtain the required strong Input/Output couplings and
between two close resonators.
On the first hand, we design a solution to achieve efficiently a strong coupling. The proposed
solution consists in having a forceful interaction between the dielectric element and a coaxial
probe. That is why we decide to study the impact of a hole inside the dielectric part where it
will be possible to put a standard coaxial probe. The main advantage of this configuration is
the proximity of the two elements which will provide a strong electromagnetic interaction
between them. Furthermore, it is possible to tune the value of the Input/Output coupling by
adjusting the length of the coaxial probe inside the dielectric part. If the length is shorter, the
coupling decreases because the interaction between the both elements are less important and
vice versa.
On the other hand, we have studied how it should be possible to achieve a strong coupling
between two dielectric resonators. The first idea was to put between them a dielectric part able
to guide more efficiently the electric field. Thus, we connected two resonators by way of a
cubic dielectric element whose the dimensions could be modified to tune the coupling at the
right value. This solution appears extremely efficient because, even if we succeeded in
reaching the target 400MHz k12 parameter, we were also able to get a coupling bigger than
1000 MHz.
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Conclusion
The stereolithography process is now an understood additive manufacturing technology,
available and capable to make microwave components made of ceramic. Thanks to its
freedom of fabrication, this latter is initially chosen among others as the technology used for
the thesis first prototypes. For our work, we characterized three dielectric materials: Zirconia,
Alumina and BMT. With the obtained results, we were able to set up realistic simulations for
our project filter working around 4 GHz.
As a reminder, we did this study to have the possibility to achieve a wideband filter at 4 GHz
with a bandwidth of 10%. To obtain these characteristics, we need strong coupling in Input
and Output but also between the different resonators composing our filter. To this end, we
decided to study different structures to know which one will more adapted for our application.

Figure 103: Summary of the different configurations
using TE01δ mode dielectric resonators
Firstly, we oriented our work to use the TE01δ mode because it has interesting properties like
high Q-factor, compactness and compact spurious free range with the objective to achieve
wide bandwidth as the ones achievable with combline filters. Two kinds of study were
realized, the first one for the Input and Output coupling and the second one for the interresonator coupling. Different configurations were designed to achieve the strong Input/Output
coupling represented by the Qe-factor. The target Qe-factor is 10 for our 10% bandwidth
bandpass filter. Among the studied configurations, only one achieved this requirement using a
bended coaxial probe.
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On the inter-resonator coupling side, we presented several ideas as presented in Figure 103 to
try to couple efficiently two resonators working on the TE 01δ mode. We encountered different
problems. The main one is the difficulty to guide the electric field inside the dielectric
material. In fact, the behavior of the TE01δ mode is not the best one to realize this. Then, a
solution using a dielectric part inside the iris linking two cavities was explored but it ended up
exciting spurious modes close to our working frequency. Following this assessment, we have
decided to move to another mode and we choose the TM 010 mode for the main reason that the
electric field should be more easy to lead inside the dielectric part connecting two DRs. In this
way, we did a new study for the Input/Output coupling and the found solution consists in
putting a coaxial probe inside the dielectric resonator. As a consequence, we designed a hole
in this dielectric part and we can tune the Input/Output coupling by adjusting the length of the
coaxial probe.
This first part achieved, we moved to the study of the inter-resonator coupling. A simple idea
was to put a cubic dielectric element between two resonators made of the same material. The
tuning of the coupling values is possible by modifying the dimensions of this connecting
element. This configuration gave us very good result. We were able to have more than
1000MHz of bandwidth, so a coupling sufficient for our application (we need 400MHz only).
Thus, we should be able to design a filter with a more important bandwidth if needed. Using
Zirconia material for the manufacturing of the next first prototypes, initial simulations show
that we can obtain a Q-factor better than 1200. If we use the BMT material in a second time,
we can expect much thanks to its lower loss tangent. Moreover, the filter design we are
targeting will be a monolithic structure so we may expect to reduce the inaccuracy due to the
positioning of this one, contrary to some dielectric filter where a single DR is placed in each
cavity. However, our first trial show that the proposed coupling mechanism may be very
sensitive to the proximity of the metallic housing and that a great attention should be paid
here.
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CHAPTER III
First Generation
of filters
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Introduction
The previous study of the different achievable coupling values lets us move to the design step
of the required filter. We can now achieve a strong coupling in its Input and Output and also
between two resonators, making us capable to achieve the wide bandpass filter we are
searching for. In this part, we present a 2-pole filter as a first step and then a 4-pole filter.
Their design as well as their fabrication and S parameters measurements are presented in the
next paragraphs. The first part of this chapter will firstly give more details on the selected
manufacturing technology in order to integrate its constraints for the filter designing step.
I. Manufacturing process
The design obtained in the previous chapter appear to be rather complex to build if we want to
make it in a simple dielectric part. Since we want to avoid any assembling of single ceramic
parts, additive manufacturing appears to be a good choice as seen in Chapter 1.
The principle of the 3D stereolithography process used in this chapter resides in the
polymerization of a photosensitive liquid monomer in a layer by layer process. For this
purpose, an ultraviolet laser beam scanning path is driven by computer to fabricate a 3D part.
The first step is the conception of the element to manufacture with a CAD software, a 3D
CAD file (.iges or .step format) being obtained. The second step is to convert this file in a
special format, the stl format. The characteristic of this format is to transform all the faces of
the object to an assembly of elementary triangles. The last one is to cut this 3D part in fine
layers at a desired thickness.
According to the material and the required precision, the thicknesses ranges from 10 to
100µm. The layers will be create one after another to obtain the final 3D element. The detailed
steps of the manufacturing are presented in the thesis works of N. Delhote [1] and A. Khalil
[2].
1

Technology used in the CTTC

The first step is to prepare the ceramic paste used for the chosen technology (Figure 104).
Then, it is to sieve more and more thinly the ceramic powder to keep only the smaller
particles. This powder presents a flawlessness better than 99%. The dimensions and the
geometry of these particles can change the properties of the material and consequently the
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quality of the final structure. Usually, we try to have the diameter of the particles between one
and few micrometers to have a satisfactory compromise.
If some thin particles still present aggregates we have to eliminate them. With a ball grinding
step, the powder is the mixed with ethanol and a scattered product. This latter does not change
the properties of them but modifies the interaction forces between the particles.
After that, this mixing is grounded by ceramic marbles during several minutes to several hours
as a function of the used powder. Then, we warm up to eliminate the ethanol. We have now a
very thin ceramic powder.
At this moment, we realize the ceramic paste by mixing different elements together:
•

Photosensitive resin: composed of a monomer sensitive to ultraviolet light. The
energy brought by a laser beam for example triggers the polymerization of the
resin.

•

Photo initiator: it absorbs the ultraviolet ray and helps the resin to have enough
energy to trigger the polymerization.

•

Binder: this role is to bring a strong cohesion between the powder particle and
the mechanical strength of the piece before the firing step, called the green part.
For the stereolithography process this is realized by the monomer.

•

Plasticizer: thanks to this element, the green part is flexible enough to make the
part under fabrication capable to bear the paste spreading by a blade.

•

Solvent: to maintain the paste sufficiently liquid

•

Wetting agent: it increases the bonding between the powder and the binder.

Figure 104: paste making for stereolithography process (cttc.fr)
The obtained paste goes through different rollers to break a last time the agglomeration of
particles. Then, the paste need some rest during few hours to eliminate the gas trapped inside.
Now, we can use the paste.
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The used paste having a high viscosity, a special scraper system has been specifically
developed and patented.
2

Manufacturing

An ultraviolet argon laser beam (λ=351nm) is used to polymerize the paste. In order to define
the right surface to be scanned, the laser beam is reflected on a galvanometric mirror driven by
computer. It is essential to spread a very uniform layer with no bubbles trapped inside a layer.
The paste system is composed of a tank and a scraper. It was developed and patented by the
french society Optoform in 1999, which has been bought by 3D Systems©.

Figure 105: stereolithography
process - view of the scraper and the
work area
In this way, the paste (Figure 105) is spread on the work area by the scraper to create a layer
with the right thickness. The scraper has a special shape (a double-edged blade) compatible
with the highly viscous paste.
The work area (25cm x 25cm) is also the support for the manufactured element and is fixed on
a piston that controls the descent of the platform to create a next layer with the required
thickness.
Once the paste is scraped, the laser beam lights the paste to create a layer of the 3D part under
fabrication (Figure 106). The typical diameter of this beam is 30µm. After that, the piston
descends of one thickness, and another layer of paste layer is spread over the previous one.
These steps are repeated until the last layer. The final object can reach a height of 25 cm. The
typical process time is one hour for 100 layers.
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Figure 107: stereolithography
process - diluent bath and
dielectric partprocess
before-firing
Figure 106: stereolithography
lightening of the paste
After this step, the polymerized part is swallowed in the non-polymerized paste. We have to
retrieve our part and we clean it to eliminate the paste in excess with a brush and different
diluent baths.
The cleaned piece is called the green part (Figure 107). Different firing cycles are realized to
obtain the final dimensions and properties. The Figure 108 summarizes the different steps of
the stereolithography process.
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Figure 108: the different steps of the stereolithography process

3

Mechanical support for part under fabrication

The paste has to present an optimized viscosity to be correctly and uniformly spread on
the work area by the scraper. It must have a constant thickness and homogenous aspect. The
concentration of each element that composed the paste is very important and can be modified
to reach these characteristics. This high viscosity permit to have a layer of non-polymerized
paste that supports several other layers without to subside itself and to deform their stacking.
Besides these properties and to avoid some deformations due to the scraper movement, it can
be necessary to add some dielectric supports for a given structure. These “extra” elements are
polymerized and they are not connected to the principal dielectric piece.
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Figure 109: Example of a structure with support
In the Figure 109, we see an example of this extra elements made during the manufacturing
process. A gap between our dielectric piece and the supporting elements is necessary to avoid
contact between them (Figure 110). However, we can notice the gap can be different as a
function of the manufacturing element. For example in the Figure 110, the gap 2 depends on
the thickness of the paste layer when the gap 1 is related to the laser beam. At this end, the
unconnected parts can be separated during the cleaning step.

Figure 110: Example of gaps between
the support and the element

4

Shrinkage

First, we notice that for a strong concentration of ceramic particles in the paste, a high level of
energy is needed to trigger the polymerization. Then, the other elements that composed the
paste have an impact of the level of UV insolation. The definition of the dielectric part is
therefore strongly dependent on the concentration of these elements in the paste. Moreover,
when the ratio of ceramic particles increases, the definition decreases due to a light scattering
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effect. However, a high concentration of the ceramic particles is essential to limit the strain of
our structure during the manufacturing process.
Other mechanic constraints are brought by the different firing steps.
The first firing step is realized to eliminate the binders initially present in the paste. The
polymers are also removed with this step. During several hours, the dielectric parts are put in
an oven that heats up to 600°C. During this step, the different organic elements migrate to the
outside of the piece. It is a critical step because we can observe important mishaping, and
sometimes even some cracks if the temperature raises to quickly. Usually, the temperature
raise is around 0.1°C per minute.
The second step can then be done. Now the oven goes up to 1700°C (5°C per minute). This
phase is called sintering. The element obtains its final dimensions, properties, and resistance.
The density of our dielectric part is usually better than 97%.
During these two firing steps, the ceramic element shrinks and increases its density. The
shrinking percentage is connected to the particle concentration in the paste.
Currently, the process is well known and we are able to predict the shrinking for different
paste recipes. In this way, we oversize the element before launching the manufacturing
process. Then, we will have the right dimensions of our element after the firing steps.
However, this phenomenon may not be isotropic for some complex designs, and at least two
fabrications can be needed to come closer to the required dimensions.
5

Conclusion

The knowledge of the stereolithography process is very important to know what exactly to do
to have the right element that is conform to the initial design. Among different manufacturing
parameters, the composition of the paste has a direct impact on the manufacturing tolerances
and the dielectric part final properties (permittivity, mechanical strength, etc). Then, the ratio
of ceramic particles has an important function because it directly determines the properties of
the final element as its density, dimensions (shrinkage), etc. Thus, the study of the paste is
essential to obtain our object with the right behavior.
High ceramic particles concentrations lead to higher density for the sintered part and a high
robustness of the piece but at the price of a lower resolution.
The current value of the manufacturing tolerances is about 50µm to 100µm in the CTTC in
Limoges, and it is satisfactory with our application. Moreover, the steps take into account the
fragility of the polymerized paste to avoid cracks and split during all the process.
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The stereolithography is a pertinent choice to realize complex and original design for
dielectric parts, and will be therefore firstly used for this chapter initial prototypes.
II. 2-pole filter
1

Characteristics

A simple 2-pole filter is firstly design to be made out of Zirconia with the stereolithography
process that has previously been described.
The central frequency of this filter is arbitrary fixed at 3.3 GHz and the bandwidth is fixed at
14 % (500 MHz). We use Zirconia material for the dielectric part and the housing around it
will be made out of machined copper. The theoretical matrix is shown in the Figure 111.

M / MHz =

{

0 612 0
0
612 0 580 0
0 580 0 612
0
0 612 0

}

Figure 111: theoretical matrix of the
2-pole filter - f0=3.3GHz bandwidth 14%

Coupling values are therefore high but the previous chapter has shown that the selected
topology, e.g. stacked TM010 DRs, can make them reachable. The theoretical response of this
filter is presented in the Figure 112.
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Figure 112: theoretical response of the 2-pole filter f0=3.3GHz - bandwidth 14%
2

Simulation

We use HFSS© to perform our design. To realize a 2-pole filter, we have to couple two
dielectric resonators together. In this way, we use our previous studies on the Input/Output and
inter-resonators couplings. The resulting filter is shown in Figure 113.
Coaxial probe
Metallic
housing
Dielectric
element

Figure 113: design on HFSS of the 2-pole filter
We recognize the coupling system for Input/Output with the coaxial probes inside the
dielectric resonators. Then, a dielectric element connects both resonators inside an iris. The
three dielectric elements (2 DR and a connecting part) will be made in a single part and will be
placed in a metal housing. The design and optimization procedure presented in chapter II is
applied to get the optimized dimensions.
To take in account the manufacturing tolerances, we chose to add to this structure some tuning
screws (Figure 114) to obtain the required response in measurement.
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z
Coaxial probe

Tuning
screws

Metallic
housing
Dielectric
element
y

x

Figure 114: design of the 2-pole filter with tuning screws
We saw that when the tuning screws are close to the dielectric resonators, the resonance
frequency of each cavity decreases. The diameter of the screws is 3mm. The dimensions of the
DR are set up to be easily tuned by such screws even if simulations shows their moderate
impact of the resonance frequency (e.g. a change of 150MHz when the screws are very close
to the DR).
We achieve the response depicted in the Figure 115 for the structure taking into account these
screws. The dielectric element length is 24,5 mm and the length of each resonator is 10mm
while the diameters are 5mm for the first one and 4.8mm for the second. The iris element
dimensions are 4.5×7.5×7.5mm3.
The metallic housing measures 38.5×46.5×46.5mm3.
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Figure 115: full wave response of the 2-pole filter
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We have a 500MHz bandwidth at 3.3 GHz with a return-loss better than 20dB and a spurious
free range up to 6GHz.
3

Manufacturing dispersion on permittivity

During the stereolithography process, it may be possible that the permittivity is not exactly
what we obtained during the material characterization step (see chapter II). We decide to
realize some complementary studies by simulating the response of the 2-pole filter for
different permittivities around the initial value (εr = 33).
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Figure 116: study of the permittivity value on the 2-pole filter response S11 parameters
Figure 116 and Figure 117 summarize the S11 and S21 parameters of the 2 pole filter for the
Zirconia permittivity ranging from 32 to 40. It may be possible during the process that
pollutants can modify the properties of the dielectric material or that a lower density (and
therefore εr) can be obtained. The structure of the paste can also disrupt the right spread and
some air bubbles can appear between the layers, changing the part final density. In this way,
we decide to study the impact of the permittivity of the response of our filter. For a small
dispersion of the permittivity (εr = 32 and 35), the frequency shift is less than 100MHz and the
bandwidth narrowing is around 30MHz. We notice for a permittivity higher than the initial
value, the frequency goes down and the coupling between the resonators increases. However,
for the lower permittivity we observe the opposite effect as expected.
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Figure 117: study of the permittivity value on the 2-pole filter response S21 parameters

4

Manufacturing
1 support for the manufacturing and dielectric manufacturing

The dielectric element to manufacture is a compact but bulky part so we have to take care of
the bearing of each layer during the fabrication process. In this case, we have to support both
resonators because they are not touching the work surface contrary to the central part of the
whole support.
We will have additional elements that will be polymerized at the same time as our dielectric
piece. In this way, we decrease the risk of the deformation of the suspended resonators but we
must take care that supporting elements are not touching the DRs.
The support is shown in Figure 118.
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Polymerized
supporting elements

Figure 118: dielectric part with the support made
during the manufacturing
A gap is necessary between the support and the main element to avoid the polymerization of
these two parts together. Due to the manufacturing process, the gap is not the same for each
direction:
_for x axis: 500µm
_for y axis: 75µm
_for z axis: 500µm
Then, taking into account the shrinkage due to the firing of our element, we oversize the part
provided by the simulator by about 30% before its actual fabrication by stereolithography.
The manufactured part is shown in Figure 119. We recognize the different elements that
constitute the 2-pole filter. The dimensions of the filter are :
_total length: 23,20mm
_iris length: 4.20mm
_diameter of the resonators: 4.36mm
_side of the iris: 7.32×7.30mm²

Figure 119: dielectric part
of the 2-pole filter
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2 housing
The housing is composed of two cavities and an iris. It is split in two parts (body and cover) to
insert the dielectric element inside (Figure 120). In relation with our machine shop, we modify
some shapes due to the drawing rules. Indeed, the used tool is a drill bit, consequently the
corners of the cavities have to be circular to be machined. Then, we put a small rim between
the two mechanical parts to increase the metallic contact and to insure that we will not have
field leakage out of the filter.

Figure 120: housing of the 2-pole filter

This element is machined by the Xlim machine shop and the material used is copper. Then,
different holes are drilled to assemble the parts together and also to maintain the coaxial
probes and to insert the tuning screws. The mechanical part is presented in the Figure 121, we
recognize the different elements of this housing: the two cavities, the iris, the holes for the
mounting screws, the holes for the tuning screw and for the connectors.

Figure 121: copper housing for
the 2-pole filter
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The assembled filter is shown in Figure 122, the different tuning and fixing screws are visible
on this picture.

Figure 122: metallic housing for the 2-pole filter

5

Measurements

The different elements of the filter are put together (Figure 123) before we realize the
measurement. The tuning screws are not shown.
Coaxial probe

Copper housing
Dielectric element

Figure 123: copper housing with the dielectric
element between the Input/Output connectors
After some tuning of the screws as well as of the length of the coaxial probes, we present in
Figure 124 the best response we have obtained.
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Simulated and Measured responses of the 2-pole filter
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Figure 124: simulated and measured response of the 2-pole filter
The first thing we can notice is the difference between the simulated and measured central
frequency. Our filter is centered at 4.75 GHz instead of 3.3 GHz. Several points can explain
this value: a post fabrication checking shows we have smaller dimensions for the dielectric
element than expected, so it resonates at higher frequencies. We also suspect the permittivity
of the material to be lower than predicted. We think the internal structure has some defects,
maybe the element contains air bubbles and in this way decrease the overall permittivity.
Then, the coupling value has also an impact in the central frequency of the filter
In the Table IX, we see the different characteristics of the measured filter compared to the
simulated one.
Measured filter Simulated filter
Δf /MHz

350

500

F0 /GHZ

4.75

3.5

Insertion losses /dB

1

0.2

S11 /dB

21

20

1st spurious mode /GHz

6.5

11

Table IX: characteristics of the 2-pole filter

The measured bandwidth is 350 MHz (7% of the central frequency) which is only 70% of the
expected value. We have a good in-band return loss and insertion losses around 1 dB. Then,
the first spurious mode is closer than expected.
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The tuning screws are not very efficient for this configuration. The electromagnetic field is
strongly concentrated inside the dielectric part so it is difficult to perturb it. Moreover, to
change the value of the Input/Output coupling by changing the coaxial probe length, we need
to open the cavity each time we have to tune it. A more practical solution is then suggested:
we can fix the coaxial probe to the cavity, but letting some movement inside the dielectric
element. We also see that the other feature provided by these probes, e.g. centering the
dielectric part in the cavity, is not very efficient because we have some gaps on both sides
between the dielectric element and the coaxial. Moreover, it is difficult to center the piece in
the right location making the dielectric element not perfectly centered in the iris, this latter
point contributing to a frequency different from the expected one.
III. 4 pole Tchebitchev filter
1

Characteristics

Done in parallel with the 2-pole filter, another bandpass filter is designed to work at 4 GHz
with a bandwidth of 10% (400 MHz). A 4-pole Chebychev topology is used to achieve these
specifications with dielectric part made of Zirconia. We will evaluate here two kinds of metal
housing, the first is made of machined Aluminum and the other one is made of plastic
receiving a metallization done by a silver painting. We see the theoretical matrix of the 4-pole
topology in the Figure 125.

M=

{

0
414
0
0
0
0

414
0
364
0
0
0

0
0
364
0
0 280
280
0
0 364
0
0

0
0
0
364
0
414

0
0
0
0
414
0

}

Figure 125: theoretical matrix of the
4-pole filter - f0=4GHz - bandwidth
10%

This filter has a higher order than the previous one with the required coupling values naturally
smaller than with the previous 2-pole filter. We then expect to have no specific problem to
reach the required couplings. The theoretical response based on the matrix in the Figure 126.
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Theorical answer of the 4-pole filter
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Figure 126: theoretical response of the 4-pole filter-f0
= 4GHz -bandwidth 14%
2

Simulation

Figure 127: design on HFSS of the 4pole filter
The design is performed with HFSS© using the same procedure we used for the 2-pole filter.
We are now using four dielectric resonators connected together by three irises. The excitation
is realized by coaxial probes inside the first and the fourth resonator, and the length of these
probes are optimized to get the needed Input/Output values. The structure is shown in Figure
127. Then, we have changed the shape of the dielectric connecting elements between two
adjacent resonators to have the possibility to tune the value of the coupling in the iris. The
tuning is realized by a screw here again. The dielectric element has therefore a notch where
the screw can be placed (Figure 128).
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Figure 128: closer view of the tuning screw placed
between two resonators
The diameter of the screw is 2mm and the hole inside the dielectric part is 2.2mm. The depth
of the hole is 3mm, consequently the excursion of the screw is 3mm. As a first step, we
primarily studied ceramic screw with Alumina material and we observe a maximum tuning
range of 30 MHz for the coupling. Metallic screws can provide up to 190 MHz. Therefore, we
will use metallic screws to tune the coupling in the iris thanks to their higher tuning range.
During this study, we notice that the coupling decreases when the screws are deeper in the
dielectric part. Thus, we have to overestimate the coupling between the resonators to have the
possibility to tune the value.
Another set of screws are included to tune the central frequency of each resonator. The
diameter of these screws is 3mm and they can be moved very close to the DR if needed
(Figure 128).
Dielectric element connecting 2
DRs
Metal housing
z

Tuning screw

y
x

Figure 129: tuning screws for the central cavity of each
cavity
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The optimized response attained with HFSS© of the filter is presented in Figure 130 as well as
the theoretical response linked to the matrix seen in Figure 125. Even if only three poles can
be seen on the S11 and S22 parameters obtained by full wave simulation, the optimized filter
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Figure 130: simulated response of the 4-pole filter and comparison with
the electric model
is truly composed of four poles as seen in the extracted matrix (Figure 131).
In the Figure 131, we observe the coupling matrix extracted from a full wave simulation
considering tuning screws. We can see that the coupling between the resonators are a bit
stronger than we need (Figure 125) but the overall response is satisfactory.

{

0 448 0
0
0
0
448 9 398 −2
1
0
0
398
18
298
−2
0
M simulated / MHz=
0
−2 298 21,1 394
0
0
1 −2 394 −18 470
0
0
0
0
470
0

}

Figure 131: extracted matrix of the 4-pole filter f0=4GHz - bandwidth 10%
The wideband response of the 4-pole filter is shown in Figure 132 showing a spurious free
range more than one octave. Thanks to the used TM010 mode, a rather high spurious free range
is achieved with this kind of dielectric resonator.
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Figure 132: simulated wideband response of the 4-pole
filter
In order to anticipate the manufacturing tolerances, we add more screws in the design to tune
the made filter. On the Figure 133, we see the different screws, some of them are to control
finely or coarsely the central frequency of each resonator and other ones are placed to modify
the value of the coupling in the irises.
Iris tuning screw
(coupling between
resonators)

Large tuning
screw (central
frequency tuning)

Small tuning
screw (central
frequency tuning)

y

Figure 133: 4-pole filter with tuning
screws
Based on this result we can launch the manufacturing of the different elements.
3

Manufacturing
1 support for the manufacturing

We follow the same steps as for the 2-pole filter. We thus design a similar manufacturing
support (Figure 134) for the dielectric element.
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Figure 134: designed and manufactured dielectric part
of the filter with support

2 Housings
The Aluminum cavity in the Figure 135 was made by the ESTEC workshop.

Figure 135: manufactured
Aluminum housing for the 4-pole
filter
In order to evaluate a low cost and fast prototyping alternative, we have manufactured another
housing made with a plastic 3D printer. We realize the same structure knowing that with this
method many traditional design rules do not exist like the rounded corner for the different
rectangular cavities.

Figure 136: plastic housing for the
4-pole filter
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When the manufacturing is done, we have to cover the internal structure with a silver paint to
efficiently confine the electromagnetic field inside the cavities. We put several layers in order
to get a satisfactory conductivity of about 2 S/µm. The view of the final obtained housing is
presented in Figure 137.

Figure 137: plastic housing covered by
the silver paint

4

Measurements
Input access

Small Tuning screws
(fresonator)

Iris tuning screw
Large Tuning screws
(fresonator)

Aluminium housing
Output access

Figure 138: measurement of the 4-pole filter
We put the different elements together (Figure 138) and we tune the filter to have the best
possible response.
The experimental response of the filter is shown in Figure 139 and in Table X with a
comparison with the theoretical simulation. We realized the same measurements with the
plastic housing and we obtained similar results proving the possibilities to use this kind of
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material to have a quick prototype. The conductivity of the housing then appears to bring a
small contribution to the filter insertion loss.
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Figure 139: simulated and measured response of the 4-pole filter
The larger screws (6mm diameter for their head) are mainly used to tune the filter. These
screws are actually 4mm screws with a 6mm diameter head: this geometry helps having a
wide control of the resonator frequency without the appearance of spurious mode because the
screw insertion remains small.
Measured filter

Simulated filter

ΔF /MHz

200

400

F0 /GHz

4.05

4.0

Insertion losses /dB

0.3

0.2

S11 /dB

-9

-20

1st spurious mode /GHz

10

11

Table X: characteristics of the 4-pole filter

The extracted measured coupling matrix is shown in Figure 140.
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{

0
697
M measure ( MHz ) = 0
0
0
0

697
0
599 545
545 64
3 199
32
3
0
0

0
3
199
89
560
0

0
32
3
560
624
672

0
0
0
0
672
0

}

Figure 140: extracted coupling matrix of the 4pole filter
The measured S parameters may let think that only two poles are appearing; however, the
extracted coupling matrix does confirm that all four resonators are coupled.
The frequencies of the first and fourth resonators are too high because of a slit appearing on
each side of the corresponding dielectric resonators. These cracks (Figure 141) that have
appeared during the firing of the ceramic part have obviously modified their resonance
frequency. The reason of these cracks is linked to the cleaning step (after the polymerization
process) of the holes in resonators 1 and 4. Indeed, some liquid paste was still inside the holes
of the dielectric part and, when it was remove using bellows, it weakened the wall of these
resonators. The firing step was the one that definitively finished to increase this defect.

Figure 141: crack on the dielectric element of the 4-pole filter
Then, the Input/Output couplings are too strong so their values have been decreased by
reducing the depth of the coaxial probes inside the dielectric part. However, it was not
possible to obtain a response better than the one shown in Figure 139. The analysis of the
coupling matrix also shown that the coupling between resonators 1 and 2 and between 3 and 4
are too high, however confirming that our design do provide a very high coupling between
resonators. Resonators 3 and 4 are close to their respecting frequency and as expected non
adjacent resonator cross coupling remains small. The matrix is finally not purely symmetric
explaining the asymmetric measured S parameters.
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The presented concept, besides the unexpected manufacturing problem, shows that high
coupling values between dielectric resonators can be achieved. Indeed, the M12 coupling of
545 MHz do confirm that a wide bandwidth filters made of dielectric resonators can be
achieved.
5

Post fabrication simulation

To analyze the behavior of the manufacturing filter, we measured the dimensions of the
housing and the dielectric element. The tolerance of the housing is ±20µm, however we
observe a noticeable difference between the theoretical and measured dimensions for the
dielectric element. The measured dimensions of this element are shown in Figure 142.

Figure 142: measured dimensions of the 4-pole filter
The green values are the dimensions where a tolerance of ±20µm is respected and in red when
it's not right. Following this result, we supposed the oversizing step before manufacturing is
not accurate enough.
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6

Tuning screws: return of experience

During the measurement, we tuned the filter with some screws but we clearly saw that when
the screws came very close to the dielectric element some spurious mode quickly appear. The
effects is shown in the Figure 143 (simulated 4 pole filter with tuning screws very close to the
DRs).
When we initially simulated the filter with the tuning screws, we did not observe this
phenomenon because we did not expect to put them very close to the DR.

Figure 143: spurious mode created by the screws - 4-pole filter
Simulating now them in such a position, we can clearly observe spurious modes in the Figure
143.

Conclusion
In this part, we designed two filters using the coupling elements studied in the Chapter II.
Firstly, we realized a 2-pole bandpass filter with a bandwidth of 500MHz at 3.3GHz ( 14% of
f0). Once optimized, we manufactured the dielectric element by stereolithography. This
process permits us to have an important freedom for the design of the dielectric part. It more
particularly makes possible the fabrication of the whole dielectric piece within just one part,
i.e. without assembly of gluing. The dielectric resonators and different dielectric parts
realizing the filtering function (Input/Output couplings, couplings between nearby resonators)
are therefore embedded in this monolithic approach. However, when we measured the
response of the filter, we had a frequency shift of more than 1.2 GHz towards the lower
values. Two main reasons may explain this, the first one is the dimensions of the dielectric
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element that are smaller than expected and the second one is the possibility of a lower
permittivity of our element due to a possible lower density of the fired part (air bubbles
trapped during the layer by layer spreading of the ceramic paste).
We decided to move to a 4-pole bandpass filter at 4GHz with a bandwidth of 400MHz (10%
of f0). We studied the behavior of some tuning screws in order to compensate the
manufacturing tolerances observed in the previous 2nd order filter. We made the dielectric
element by stereolitography and we measured the response of the complete filter. Again, we
obtained unsatisfying result. Only two pole were identifiable on the graph and we had a lower
bandwidth (only 5%). We tried to tune the response with the screws but their proximity with
the dielectric resonators (needed for an efficient frequency tuning of the filter) just led to
create spurious modes. Then, the manufacturing tolerances were around ±200µm, more than
the expected ±50µm. Moreover, the dielectric element is not well hold in the housing and it is
possible that we have spurious contacts between the dielectric part and the metallic housing
bringing uncontrollable spurious modes. Then, the Input/Output coupling system has to be
modify because we have to open and remove the elements in order to have access to the
coaxial probe and to cut it at the right length during the experimental step.
Even if the obtained measurements have confirmed that very high couplings can be obtained
with this stacked TM010 dielectric resonators, three critical upgrades have to be made on:
- the Input/Output couplings that should not be used as supporting elements while still
maintaining very high values
- on efficient tuning systems for the resonators frequencies
- more accurate manufacturing technologies if such tuning device is not achievable.
The next Chapter will then deal with these different critical points upon creating a new
generation of this wide band compact filters.
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Introduction
In this part we will present the new generation of our filter. The first wave of prototypes
helped us to validate the possibility to achieve strong coupling in Input and Output accesses
and between two resonators. However, we identified several critical points on the different
results we obtained. That is why we work on these weaknesses to eliminate them.
First, we present a new solution to realize the Input and Output coupling, because currently we
have to open the housing to modify the length of our coaxial probes. It has also appeared to be
a poor supporting element for the dielectric part inside the cavity. For these reasons we decide
to study another way to achieve this coupling.
Secondly, we will investigate a tuning system for our filter. Indeed, we saw on the previous
chapter the difficulties to tune it with usual screws. The field of this selected TM 010 mode is
very concentrated inside the dielectric part so it is problematic to use them and to obtain a
proper tuning.
This Chapter will thus present 2nd and 4th bandpass order filters made by machining a ceramic
block in order to experimentally validate the mentioned evolutions.
To finish, we will present an original concept of a metalized dielectric filter. A silver coated 3pole filter will be designed and measured, its results showing a promising evolution of the
very initial concept of this thesis.
I. 2-pole filter with new Input/Output system
The first generation of filter has shown a weak point on its Input/Output system. In this part,
we will focus on the Input/Output coupling system. The principal drawback of the previous
one was the impossibility to experimentally finely optimize the coupling without opening the
metallic housing. Then, the connectors were also used to support the dielectric element in a
way which was poorly efficient. For these different reasons, we need to find another less
invasive way to tune the Input/Output coupling.
1

Characteristics

In this part, we develop a 2-pole filter at 4GHz with a very wide bandwidth of 1.5GHz (37%
of the central frequency) in order to take full benefit of the actually possible couplings with
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our concept. The return loss is 20dB. The Figure 144 presents the theoretical coupling matrix
of this 2-pole filter.

{

0
1837
0
0
1837
0
2487
0
M ( / MHz)=
0
2487
0
1837
0
0
1837
0

}

Figure 144: Theoretical coupling
matrix of the 2-pole filter f0=4GHz - BW=1.5GHz
As previously we use Zirconia as dielectric material for the dielectric part.
2

Simulation

We are not starting all over again and we have based this work of the first design,
trying to improve it. The two main developments concern the Input/Output coupling system
and the spurious contact than can appear between the cavity and the dielectric parts.
1 New Input/Output coupling system
We study another concept for the Input and Output coupling. Indeed, the previous filter permit
us to identify some drawbacks of the actual system. At the moment, when we want to modify
the length of the coaxial probe we need to open the housing so it is not a good solution to have
a stability for our measurement. This new concept is based on magnetic coupling. We have
two surfaces face to face: the first one is a metallic one and corresponds to the coaxial probe
and the other one is a dielectric one connected to the resonator. The design is presented in
Figure 145.
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Input/Output
system

Metal housing

Dielectric
element

Figure 145: New Input/Output coupling
Several parameters can be modified to obtain the right coupling:
_ the diameter of the metallic disk
_the diameter of the ceramic disk
_the gap between the both elements
So we study the impact of these different dimensions and we determinate the related
achievable coupling values.
Firstly, we observe the variation of the coupling for different radii of the metallic disk (Figure
146). The gap is fixed at 1.5mm and the radius of the dielectric disk at 7mm. The diameter of
the DR is 3,8 mm. For this study, the value of the Input/Output coupling (Kin) extracted from
the filter coupling matrix will mainly be used as an indicator of the achievable coupling
values. As a reminder, Kin of many hundreds are researched here.
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Figure 146: Kin coupling versus metallic radius
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We remark the coupling decreases when the radius increases. Indeed, the surface increases and
we increase the losses due to the area and the magnetic field concentration is lower.
Secondly, we study the behavior of the coupling as a function of the gap between the both
elements. In this case, we fixed the metallic radius at 5mm and the dielectric one is still 7mm.
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0
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1

1,5

2

gap between the two disks /mm

Figure 147: Kin coupling versus the gap between the dielectric and metallic radii
We observe a maximum for a gap around 0.4mm, then the coupling decreases logically when
the probe is further from the DR.
Thirdly, we calculate the Input coupling for several radii of the dielectric disk. The gap is
fixed at 1.5mm and the metallic disk at 5mm.
The variation of the Input coupling is lower than for the two previous parameters.
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Figure 148: Kin coupling versus the radius of the dielectric disk
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These initial simulations show a good potential of this excitation probes.
We can notice that we have now to think about a support for the dielectric element in order to
assure its centering inside the cavity.
2 complete structure
This new filter is for some parts similar to the previous one. We have the both dielectric
resonators connected by a dielectric element. The disk for the Input coupling is circular, the
resonators are circular, so we chose to design a connecting with the same shape. Then, for this
filter we decided to manufacture the dielectric piece by machining tools which can ensure a
better and required accuracy to what was achieved in the previous chapter. In this way, the
Dielectric element

Metal housing

Input/Output
system

Support

Figure 149: design of the 2-pole filter with the new Input/Output
system
obtained design (Figure 149) is fully realized by this manufacturing technique.
We decide to put a support made out of Teflon at the level of the iris. The positioning is
important for the dielectric element in the iris because we do not want contact between the
dielectric and the metallic parts. Then it allows to keep a constant gap all around the central
part of the dielectric element and the housing.
In this way, we choose to put the support in the iris to insure the position of the dielectric
element in the center of the housing (Figure 148). The simulated response is presented in
Figure 150. The dimensions of the dielectric element are:
- total length: 32.2 mm
-diameter of the Input/Output disk: 12.6mm
-diameter of the resonator: 7.6 mm
-diameter of the inter-resonator disk: 11.3mm
Then, the dimensions of the housing are 64.2×42×41.6mm3.
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Figure 150: 2-pole filter - new Input/Output coupling system simulated response
We observe a spurious mode at 7.3GHz. The plot of its electromagnetic field inside the
structure shows that the E-filed is strongly concentrated inside the dielectric part. This mode
was therefore impossible to get rid off without destroying the TM010 mode.
Moreover, we realize a study of the impact of the manufacturing tolerances, so we apply
±50µm at the optimized dimensions and we obtain the result presented in . We remark the
small impact on it.
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Figure 151: study of the manufacturing tolerances on the filter
response
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3

Manufacturing

Following what we said in the previous part, we have decided to manufacture the
dielectric element by machining a Zirconia block. The announced manufacturing tolerance is
± 20µm.
In light of the small dimension drift and the poor tuning obtained in the previous chapter with
screws, we decide to remove tuning screws for this filter. However to prevent problems, we
performed some simulations will all the dielectric part dimensions changing by +/- 20µm. We
still have a return loss better than 20dB and an acceptable response.
The manufactured dielectric part made of machined Zirconia is shown in Figure 152.

Figure 152: 2-pole filter - new
Input/Output coupling system dielectric element on this
support
The metallic housing is made of copper by the machine shop of XLIM.
To realize the connectors, we used the same coaxial probes as previously but this time we
soldered a Copper disk to the probe end. We manufactured a set of several diameters of copper
disks to have the possibility to tune our filter Input/Output coupling. In Figure 151 we see the
realized probes.
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Figure 153: coaxial
probe for the new
Input/Output system
A part of the Teflon material is cover by silver paint (Figure 151)in order to avoid
electromagnetic leak between the cavity and the ground of the connector. Indeed, during the
tuning of the Input/Output coupling, we have to push or to pull back the probe but still want to
have a proper grounding. The impact of the possible gap between the housing and the
connector is therefore minimized.
4

Measurements

The measured element is presented in Figure 154.

Figure 154: 2-pole filter - new Input/Output
coupling system - manufactured structure
without top plate
As seen in simulation, we measured a spurious mode at 7GHz, and we do not have the
possibility to remove it or to shift up this frequency. The response is presented in Figure 155.
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Figure 155: Response of the 2-pole filter with the new Input/Output system
The Table XI lists the different measured parameters. We have obtained a bandwidth of 1900
MHz (40% of the central frequency). The central frequency is a little bit higher in frequency
than expected by our simulations and regarding the manufacturing accuracy, the expected +/20µm value was indeed obtained. The frequency shift can be explained by the wider
bandwidth we have obtained. The behavior of this new generation is very efficiently working
and represents a great improvement over the previous concept.

Measured filter Simulated filter
Δf /MHz

1900

1500

F0 /GHZ

4.75

4,2

Insertion losses /dB

-1

-0.2

S11 /dB

-20

-23

1er spurious mode /GHz

7

7,3

Table XI: Results of the measured 2-pole filter
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II. 2-pole filter with tuning system
In this part, we will present an alternative design with a tuning system for our filter. We saw in
chapter III the difficulties to tune with regular screws. Indeed, the magnetic field is
concentrated inside the dielectric element so it is not easy to perturb its distribution. That is
why, we study a solution to realize some frequency tuning in our filter.
1

Characteristics

The solution we realized here is based on extra dielectric rings we can put on the dielectric
main part to modify the coupling values and/or the frequency resonances of each pole. The
resonator will be composed of two parts: the first half being cylindrical and the second one is
composed of a cubic rod.

Figure 156: Design for the tuning system with
regular section (circular) and tuning one (cubic)
With this second section it is possible to put dielectric “rings” on it to modify some values of
the coupling matrix. We actually intend to change the equivalent quantity of dielectric material
in certain locations of the part. Two different dielectric materials will be used for this study:
Zirconia and Alumina. The filter main dielectric part will be realized using Zirconia material
and the rings will be made of Alumina and Zirconia. Alumina material has a lower permittivity
than Zirconia so we expect a finer tuning with this set.
To achieve the tuning function, we design several rings of different diameters and different
thickness. In this way, we expect to have more freedom to obtain the right coupling value.
The different parameters we can change are:
_the diameter of the ring
_the thickness of the ring
_the position of the ring on the cubic zone of the Zirconia part as seen in Figure 156.
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2

Simulation

In order to decrease the manufacturing time, we decide to use the same cavity as for the
previous structure and we therefore have to take into account that constraint for the design of
our dielectric element. In this way, we realize a 2-pole filter with the central frequency at
5GHz and a bandwidth of 1.8GHz (being 36% of f0). The coupling matrix is presented in
Figure 157.

{

0
2196
0
0
2196
0
2970
0
M ( / MHz)=
0
2970
0
2196
0
0
2196
0

}

Figure 157: Coupling matrix for the
2-pole filter with tuning system
We design a 2-pole filter with the tuning system described previously in order to modify the
coupling between the cavities and to tune the frequency of each resonator. To realize this
tuning function, we use as explained before a dielectric resonator composed of two definite
parts, the first one is a circular cross-section as we have for the previous design and the second
one is has a square cross-section (cubic section).
We choose this form in order to easily maintain a dielectric ring on the square section.
Moreover, this element could be placed at different locations on this part. Then, we design a
set of disks (rings) with different radius and different thickness. By this way, the ring impacts
on the filter response will be more or less important.
This tuning system permit to tune the coupling value between the two resonators and also the
resonance frequency of the pole.
The Figure 158 explains in details the structure of the 2-pole tuning filter. We recognize the
different parts of this filter maintained in the metallic housing by two Teflon supports.
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Metallic housing
Support
Dielectric element
Tuning disks

Tuning area

Figure 158: 2-pole filter with the extra rings tuning system
The tuning system however creates a spurious mode very close to our band. In this way, we
have to find a solution to try to increase the spurious free range. In the part of this manuscript
dedicated to the study of the TE01δ mode dielectric resonator (see Chapter II), we saw that the
ring shape provides a greater spurious free range as well as a good Q-factor. A similar study
has been performed with this TM010 DR.
We study the behavior of the resonator frequency for several values of an internal hole added
to the DR as presented in Figure 159.
We do not observe an increasing of the spurious free range by this way. However, we remark
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Figure 159: Behavior of the frequencies of the modes as a function
of the radius of the hole
that the Q-factor slightly increases with the radius of the hole (Figure 160). Based on that
conclusions, we will not use this configuration for two reasons: the first one is that no
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significant improvement for the Q and spurious free range is obtained, the second one is that
this design is not compatible with the machining process, even it can be possible to realize this
form with the stereolithography process.
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Figure 160: Variation of the Q-factor as a function of the radius of the hole
We optimized this 2-pole filter with one ring (for the first and second resonator) to have a
tuning of each DR frequency with some control of the inter-resonators coupling.
The dimensions of the dielectric part are reviewed in Figure 161.

Figure 161: dimensions of the 2-pole filter with
tuning system
The simulated response of our filter is presented in Figure 162 as well as the filter main
dimensions.
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Figure 162: Simulated response of the 2-pole filter with tuning
system
According to the constraint of using the same metallic housing, we obtain a central frequency
at 5GHz and a bandwidth of 1,5GHz. We still have the spurious mode close to our bandwidth
at 8,7 GHz. This filter is now ready for fabrication.
3

Manufacturing
1 Dielectric part and support for the manufacturing

Figure 163: Manufactured
dielectric part - 2-pole
filter with tuning system
As for the previous filter, the main dielectric part is made by machining a Zirconia block with
a +/- 20µm accuracy. It is presented in Figure 163. We can identify the circular and square
cross-sections on each DR.
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Regarding the supports, they are made as usual in Teflon and two of them are supporting the
dielectric main part in their cylindrical sections. The Teflon supports are actually cut in two
parts in order to surround the dielectric part and make the assembly of the filter easy (Figure
165).
2 Dielectric rings
In the Figure 164, we can see one of the set realized, we easily identify the different radius
(rmin = 7mm and rmax = 9mm) and the different thickness (tmin = 1mm and tmax = 3mm). This set
and the main dielectric part are made with the same Zirconia material. A second set with the
same dimensions is made of Alumina material with a lower permittivity. All the rings have
been made with the SLA process.

Figure 164: a set of dielectric rings for the 2pole filter with tuning

3 Housing
In order to decrease the manufacturing time, we decided to use as the same metallic housing
as with the previous filter.
4

Measurements

The different elements are put together as we can see in the Figure 165. We observe that two
dielectric rings are placed, one on each DR.
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Figure 165: 2-pole filter with tuning
system - manufactured elements
We measured the filter for all the configurations, all the radius and the different thickness.
1 First set of rings made of Aluminia material
In the Figure 166, we see the result of the S21 parameters of the filter for the different radius
with a thickness of 3mm. They are the biggest tuning elements we have, so we expect to have
the largest variation with these. We have some spurious peaks inside the bandwidth. Their
origin is hard to tell but we remark a small damage in the metallic housing at the level of the
iris. Maybe it is due to this defect but more investigations would be necessary.
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Figure 166: S21 parameters for different radius of the tuning
rings (thickness = 3mm) – Alumina -2-pole filter with tuning
system
The green curve is the response of the filter without ring.
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Curve

Bandwidth /GHz

S21 without ring (reference)

2.15

S21 r7 t3

2.1

S21 r8 t3

2.3

S21 r9 t3

2.35

Table XII: Impact of the dielectric rings in the bandwidth – 2-pole filter with tuning system
We notice in the Table XII we increase the bandwidth, and consequently the inter-resonator
coupling by using the rings with a radius of 8 and 9mm. However we have a lower bandpass
with the 7mm radius rings.
This fact casts some doubts about the result obtained for the 8 and 9 mm radius. We identified
several points during the measurements. Indeed, we do not have a good repeatable process
because each time we want to realize a measure, we have to open the housing to change the
rings. Then, the coaxial probe does not stay in the same exact position, and this brings the
biggest mismeasurement. Another source of inaccuracy is the position of the ring on the cubic
part that is not perfectly reproducible with the actual design.
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Figure 167: S11 parameters for different radius of the tuning rings (thickness = 3mm)
– Alumina - 2-pole filter with tuning system
The same observations can be made for the S11 parameters (Figure 167).
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We present in Figure 168 the result for a same radius but different thickness. In this graph, we
see that the bandwidth increases with the thickness of the tuning element. However, the
measurements are subject to the same observations as previously.
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Figure 168: S21 parameters for different thickness of the tuning rings (radius =
9mm) – Alumina - 2-pole filter with tuning system
The different bandwidths are resumed in Table XIII.
Curve

Bandwidth /GHz

S21 without ring

2.15

S21 r9 t1

2.2

S21 r9 t1.5

2.25

S21 r9 t2

2.2

S21 r9 t3

2.3

Table XIII: bandwidths depending of the thickness of the tuning rings – 2_pole filter with
tuning system
2 Second set of rings made of Zirconia material
The Figure 169 and Figure 170 show the S21 parameters depending of the thickness and the
radius respectively.
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Figure 169: S21 parameters for different thickness of
the tuning rings (radius = 9mm) - Zirconia - 2-pole
filter with tuning system
The different bandwidths are resumed in Table XIV.
Curve

Bandwidth /GHz

S21 without ring (reference)

2.2

S21 r9 t1

2.3
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2.15

S21 r9 t1.5

2.25

Table XIV: bandwidths for different thickness of dielectric rings – Zirconia – 2-pole filter with
tuning system
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Figure 170: S21 parameters for different radius of the
tuning rings (thickness = 2mm) – Zirconia -2-pole
filter with tuning system
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The bandwidths are summarized in Table XV.

Curve

Bandwidth /GHz

S21 without ring (reference)

2.25

S21 r7 t2

2.3

S21 r8 t2

2.2

S21 r9 t2

2,15

Table XV: Bandwidths depending of the radius of the tuning rings – Zirconia – 2-pole filter
with tuning system
We have the same problems as mentioned in the previous paragraph. It is difficult to conclude
about the efficiency of this tuning system.
We have to decrease the different mismeasurements, for example, we can design a metallic
housing where we can fix the coaxial probe but we will have an access to the tuning part.
This tuning system seemed interesting because it offered the possibility to finely tune the filter
response by putting different dielectric rings. Then, the different adjustments possible (radius,
thickness and position) permit to have a better control of the filter response. However, we
were confronted to many sources of mismeasurement, the major one being the non
reproducible position of the coaxial probes for Input and Output coupling. Indeed, each time
we wanted to realize a measurement, we had to remove the cover of the metallic housing, and
during this step the coaxial prove moves a little bit but it is enough to have variations in the S
parameters.
We saw for the different measurements that it is difficult to extract a clear effect of these
tuning rings. However, we can notice the inter-resonator couplings increases when the tuning
elements is bigger.
To efficiently complete this study, a better metallic housing is needed in order to remove the
impact of the coaxial probe on the measurement. We also have to take into consideration the
probable air gap between the DRs and the rings. Because of the high permittivity of the used
ceramic materials, the ceramic-air interface is close to a perfect magnetic conductor. This
underestimated factor may thus limit the changes brought by the rings more than expected by
our initial simulations.
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III. 4-pole filter with improvements
Following the previous results, we decide to move to a 4-pole filter using Zirconia material for
the dielectric part but without the previously studied tuning rings. The manufacturing process
used will be by machining once again. The previous result of the 2-pole filter has shown a
good response without tuning screws and we want to know if we can have the same result
with a higher order. A 4-pole filter is therefore designed in the next section.
1

Characteristics

The central frequency of our filter is 4GHz with a bandwidth of 1.8GHz (45% of the central
frequency). The return loss is 20dB. We used Zirconia as dielectric material for the dielectric
part and copper for the housing. The theoretical coupling matrix is shown in Figure 171.

{

0
1863
0
0
0
0
1863
0
1640
0
0
0
0
1640
0
1260
0
0
M ( / MHz)=
0
0
1260
0
1640
0
0
0
0
1640
0
1863
0
0
0
0
1863
0

}

Figure 171: Theoretical coupling matrix of the
4-pole filter - f0=4GHz - Bd=1.8GHz

2

Simulation

The simulation is performed by HFSS©. The dielectric element is composed of four
resonators and three connecting cylinders. We still have only one piece to insert in the metallic
housing. The Input/Output coupling system is the one used previously because we expect the
possibility to optimize more easily the value of the coupling by this mean.
The dielectric part is composed of four dielectric resonators and three connecting elements
that permit to tune the value of the inter-resonator coupling. Still keeping a monolithic
structure for our filter. It is very interesting because we eliminate many adjustment mistakes
since no gluing or assembly is needed. We add two Teflon support in order to maintain our
dielectric element inside the metallic housing. The complete filter is shown in Figure 172.
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Figure 172: design of the 4-pole filter - new
generation
The dimensions of the dielectric element are summarized in Figure 173.

Figure 173: dimensions of the 4-pole filter new generation
The dimensions of the metallic housing are 83.4×41×23.9mm3.
The simulated response of the filter is presented in Figure 174.
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Figure 174: Simulated response of the 4-pole filter - new generation
We have a spurious mode at 7GHz. This latter is concentrated inside the dielectric part at the
level of the first iris, making it not easily removable. However, one possible solution for this
application is to cascade a lowpass filter in order to get rid of the spurious mode. At this point,
we decide to move to the manufacturing step.
3

Manufacturing
1 Dielectric part

In light of the obtained manufacturing tolerances for the previous 2-pole filter, we decide to
use the same fabrication process in order to have a very low dimension dispersion. In this way,
we did not need to design tuning screws in our design. The dielectric element obtained by
machining is presented in the Figure 175.

Figure 175: dielectric 4-pole
filter with the Teflon supports
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2 cavity
The metallic housing is made by milling using copper material and is manufactured by the
XLIM machine shop.
4

Measurements

Once all the different elements are fabricated, we can assembly the filter to measure it. In the
Figure 176, we see that it is very easy to center the dielectric element inside the cavity thanks
to the Teflon supports.

Figure 176: measurement of the 4pole filter
The measured response is presented in the Figure 177 and compared to the simulated one.
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Figure 177: Measured response of the 4-pole filter -new
generation
The results are presented in Table XVI.
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Measured filter Simulated filter
Δf /MHz

2500

2400

F0 /GHZ

4.157

4,1

Insertion losses /dB

-0.5

-0.2

S11 /dB

-8

-20

1st spurious mode /GHz

6.8

7

Table XVI: Comparison between measure and simulation for the 4-pole filter new generation
We obtain the expected bandwidth (60% of f 0) and central frequency. However, the In-band
return-loss is around 8 dB, we have had some difficulties to get the right coupling value for
the Input and Output couplings. As a consequence, the ripple is quite high (0.8 dB). This
device still lack of fine tuning system for the setting of the Input/Output couplings. It will be
an area of improvement for future devices.
We also realized a temperature study from 20°C to 80°C to check the behavior of our filter as
a function of the temperature (Figure 178).
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Figure 178: Behavior of the filter as a function of the temperature
We notice a frequency shift of about 15MHz between 20 and 80°C. This measurement takes
into account the metallic housing and the dielectric element. Our filter is rather stable
regarding the temperature variation.
IV. Filter with silver-plated dielectric part
Different observations made on the previous concepts lead us to an original evolution of this
device. We saw that the impact of the metallic housing is low on the response due to the high
permittivity of the Zirconia material. We then decide to design a 3-pole filter where the
housing will be replaced by simply plating the external faces of the dielectric part in order to
create a simple monolithic filter. By this way, we will be able to decrease drastically the
weight of the entire structure as well as its size. We will only need a metallic housing to shield
the coupling around the filter Input and in Output to avoid spurious signal and electromagnetic
leaks.
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1

3-pole silver-plated filter
1 Characteristics

In this part, we present a 3-pole filter centered at 3.5 GHz with a bandwidth of 2.6 GHz (74%
of the central frequency). The coupling matrix is presented in Figure 179. The dielectric
material is still Zirconia.

{

0
2800
0
0
0
2800
0
2678
0
0
M ( / MHz)= 0
2678
0
2678
0
0
0
2678
0
2800
0
0
0
2800
0

}

Figure 179: coupling matrix of the 3-pole
silver-plated filter
In the Figure 180, we can see the proposed the 3-pole filter. We identify the dielectric disks for
Input and Output coupling and also the two disks for inter-resonator coupling. All the surfaces
are covered by Silver (σ = 30 S/µm) with the exception of the front and rear disks faces in
order to guide the electromagnetic field inside the structure.

Figure 180: dimensions (in mm) of the 3-pole filter covered by silver paint
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We will only use an external metallic housing in order to avoid electromagnetic leakage
around for the Input and Output coupling.
The optimized response we obtain for this filter is presented in Figure 181 with a bandwidth of
2.6GHz, a central frequency of 3.5GHz, insertion loss about 0.3dB and 18 dB of return loss.
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Figure 181: Simulated response - 3-pole filter covered by
sylver paint

2 Manufacturing
1

Dielectric part

The dielectric part is obtained by machining a Zirconia cylinder as previously. Then, it was
covered by a layer of silver whose conductivity is close to 30 S/µm.

Figure 182: Manufactured dielectric part - 3-pole filter

2

Housing

In order to be efficient, we realize the housing using a plastic 3D printer (Figure 183). Then,
we covered the internal surfaces with a silver paint. The two cavities which can be seen are
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made to avoid EM filed leakages around the coupling probes. To be noted that these cavities
could be made smaller with more optimization of this early prototype.

Figure 183: Plastic housing for
the 3-pole filter silver-plated

3 Measurements
Once we painted the plastic housing, we are ready to measure the response of this filter. In the
Figure 184, we can see the filter is assembled and we can do the measurements.

Figure 184: Dielectric silver-plated part
inside the plastic housing cover of silver
lacquer
The Figure 185 shows the result of the measurement of this filter. It is at the expected central
frequency, however we have a smaller bandwidth (only 800MHz). Then, the insertion loss
around 5dB is more important than expected. We notice that the spurious mode seen at 7GHz
in our simulations is less coupled and slightly shifted around 6.5 GHz.
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Figure 185: Measured response of the 3-pole silver-plated
filter
We identify several critical points for this filter. The first one is the fixation for the coaxial
probes. These latter were not efficiently blocked and they may have an angle of inclination
that lead to a lower coupling. Thus, it is very likely that we did not achieve the right value for
the Input/Output coupling, also explaining that the spurious mode is less coupled. This
concept, even if functioning, still need to a precise tuning system for the coaxial probes.
Moreover, some electromagnetic leaks may be present even if we have apply many layers of
Silver paint specially in the corners of the cavities where the paintbrush has more difficulty to
get to this place. To put the dielectric element on the housing support, we finally had to file a
little bit the plastic housing, so it is another source of error.
Finally, even if more improvements are still needed, this evolution of the proposed concept
greatly improve the compactness of our filter and its weight, two key requirements for space
applications.
3

2-pole filter covered by silver paint

Following the previous concept, we have just painted our previous tuning less 2-pole filter in
order to create the same effect as we saw previously (Figure 185).
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Figure 186: 2-pole
dielectric part covered by
silver lacquer
Then, we insert it inside as the same metallic housing.

Figure 187: 2-pole silver-plated
dielectric part inside the metallic
housing
The response is shown in the Figure 188.
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Figure 188: 2-pole filter covered by silver paint - measurement
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We obtain a typical two pole response centered around 1.7 GHz. We have a lower central
frequency as before (4.75 GHz, Table XI) but the bandwidth is maintained at 1,9 GHz,
i.e.111% of f0 is this case. The return loss is around 17dB without any tuning system and the
insertion loss is around 0.8dB. Compared to the previous 3 pole filter, this example has a
slightly better maintaining support for the dielectric part and for the coaxial probes.
This result confirms that this design has to be more studied and specially the housing
supporting the different parts (dielectric part, probes) because it is truly possible to achieve
very wide bandwidth and to increase the compactness of our concept.

4

Conclusion

The silver-plated filter is an original design that needs to be more studied to exploit its full
potential. Indeed, the 3-pole filter did not achieved the requirements we were expecting from
it. Because of the coaxial probes which require a more optimized supporting and tuning
system, we still struggle with having the right bandwidth and a return-loss better than 5dB.
However, we saw that this concept permits to have a more important compactness compared
to the initial design with a metal housing around it.
Considering the result obtained with the 2-pole silver-plated filter, we have clear clues that
tight manufacturing tolerances (±20µm by machining) and a stable supporting system for the
dielectric part and probes are critical points to fully exploit this concept potential as the
measured 111% bandwidth suggests. A highly accurate metal house (machined Aluminum for
example) may be a better candidate than the 3D plastic printed housing we tried even if this
latter was cheap and quickly made. Finally, these trials show that a fine tuning system for the
coaxial probes is absolutely necessary to have a better control of the value of the Input and
Output couplings during the experimental step.

Conclusion
In this part, we took into account the results of the previous chapters and we worked on the
different problematics in order to increase the performances of our filter. Indeed, the support
system using the coaxial probe as a blocking system showed its limitation in the previous
Chapter. It was constraining because we had to remove all the element to have access to the
coaxial probe. Then, the centering of our dielectric part was not optimum. In this way, we
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designed new coaxial probes to have a better control of the coupling values and we created a
Teflon support physically separated from the probes.
The new coaxial probes are based on the previous ones (metallic rod) but a metallic disk is
soldered at its top. Then, we have several geometrical parameters to adjust the right coupling:
the gap between the coaxial probe and the dielectric part, the diameter and the thickness of the
disks. Great values of coupling are possible with this new probes and they appear to bring
way more coupling than the previous generation.
Then, the dielectric part is now made by machining so we are able to have manufacturing
tolerances of about ± 20µm. We adapted our structures for this process by designing them as
cylindrical stacked blocks.
The measurement of the 2-pole filter show some very promising results with a bandwidth of
40% of the central frequency. We finally managed to achieve our main goal, i.e. wide
bandpass filter using dielectric resonators. However, a spurious mode close to our bandwidth
is present and it is difficult to remove it because the electromagnetic field of this mode is
concentrated inside the dielectric part just as the used TM010 mode.
We studied a tuning system using dielectric rings made of Zirconia for one set and Alumina
for the other. The mismeasurements do not permit us to conclude clearly about this impact on
the coupling values. However, this design helped us to identify problems linked to the probes
placement and we proposed to design another metallic housing with better features.
The result of the 4-pole filter attests of the relevance of this design. Indeed, we achieved for a
more complex structure a bandwidth of 60%. The measurement and specially the only 10dB
return loss show that we still have to work on a system to finely tune the Input/Output
coupling.
Finally, we developed another concept where the dielectric part is coated with a silver layer.
We saw during the study of the TM010 dielectric resonator placed in a metal housing that the
electromagnetic field is mostly concentrated inside the dielectric element due to the high
permittivity of the material. That is why we decided to apply the metallic housing directly on
the dielectric object. One of the first effect was the improvement of the compactness of the
filter: the relative permittivity of the entire structure increases, so for a given frequency, we
will have a smaller piece. We designed a 3-pole filter, however the measurements show us
some difficulties. We work at the right frequency but we have a smaller bandwidth and higher
loss insertion. More investigations are necessary in order to better understand some observed
effects. The final attempt done by silver painting the 2-pole filter designed in Chapter 3
experimentally brought an impressive 111% bandwidth with a 17dB return loss. This very last
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device finally brings valuable information about the potential of this very compact and wide
bandpass filter made with a single part composed of dielectric resonators.
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Conclusion and
perspectives
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The telecommunication is still an important way of research. The data exchanges never stop
growing. It began by transmitting phone communication, but now it is video, picture, etc. In
this way, we have to increase the bandwidth of the signal in order to increase the data output.
In this work, we focused on one function of the telecommunication satellite: the Input filters.
We described our key requirements for the next generation of filter. We wanted wide bandpass
filter with high Q-factor and compactness. Thus, we studied the existing solutions (combline
and ridge filters mostly) but they did not complete all our specifications. This led us to another
technology using dielectric resonators because they have the properties to obtain high Q-factor
and compactness due to the material characteristics (respectively low loss tangent and high
permittivity) but it was not possible to obtain wide bandwidth (only 5% of f0). We decided to
create a hybrid solution using the best of both worlds.
To have wide bandpass filter, we need strong coupling in the filters’ Input and Output but also
between the different dielectric resonators. In this way, we studied different configurations to
obtain these specifications, selecting coplanar probes and stacked dielectric resonators (DR
merged in a single part) concepts. Solutions based on the TM010 mode were retained
specifically for the DR. Then we designed a 2-pole and a 4-pole filters with the dielectric
(Zirconia) parts both made by stereolithography. We obtained a maximal bandwidth of 7%
when the single dielectric part is placed in a dedicated metal housing. It was a promising
result. However, we identified several critical points about the Input/Output coupling system,
manufacturing tolerances and spurious contact between our dielectric element and the metallic
housing as well as not efficient tuning screws.
In this way, we moved to another generation. We studied a new Input/Output coupling system
using modified coplanar probes. Thus, we designed a 2-pole filter with modified supporting
elements made of Teflon. We fabricated the main single dielectric part of this filter by
machining a block made of Zirconia in order to have low manufacturing tolerances (±20µm)
and we measured the response of the fabricated filter. We obtained a very satisfactory
bandwidth of 40%. It is a big step compared to the 5% obtained previously. We also studied a
tuning system using dielectric rings that we can be added to our structure to modify the
different couplings. However, the mismeasurements do not allow us to validate this method.
We decided to move to a more complex structure with the conception of a 4-pole filter and we
obtained another satisfactory result with a bandwidth of 60%.
Following our observations, we decided to study a last concept based on the proposed
dielectric element covered by silver paint. Considering the high permittivity of the dielectric
material concentrating the electromagnetic field mainly inside the dielectric part, the
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surrounded metal housing used previously could be directly “applied” on the dielectric part
without modification of this concept functioning.
A 3-pole filter was designed, fabricated and measured following this idea. The principle was
experimentally verified and we increased the compactness of our structure but we still have to
work on a fine Input/Output coupling system to obtain the right value. By curiosity, we
decided to paint our previous 2-pole filter to know the effect on it. It was working and we
measured a clean response with a bandwidth of 111% of f0 (1,7GHz).
This very last concept is giving an innovative solution to the initial challenges set at the
beginning of this project because:
1.

very wide bandwidths can be obtained

2.

the silver coated dielectric part is very compact even if small cavities have to be
placed around the coplanar probes to limit leakages of the EM fields

3.

insertion loss is rather low but could be really better using low loss ceramic instead
of the Zirconia

4.

a very low number of parts are used, of course mentioning the single dielectric part
composed of stacked TM010 dielectric resonators

The future work to do on this thematic is the study of a fine coupling system for Input and
Output in order to optimize more efficiently the response of the filters. Then, we have to work
on a much more efficient tuning system. The different solutions tried here have not been
satisfactory and compatible with the extremely well confined EM filed inside the DR, even if
the very accurate machined dielectric part is limiting the use of a tuning device.
The silver-plated filter opens an innovative path to study because it is possible to achieve a
good tradeoff between wide bandwidth and compactness for a bandpass filter for low
frequency applications. The first result was promising but we need to understand better this
structure.
To increase the Q-factor of the filter, we can move to the BMT material instead of Zirconia.
Some structures were designed and manufactured for this material but the paste based on
BMT ceramic was contaminated by pollutants and the BMT initial block cracked during the
firing, preventing us to create a successful device at the end of the project. However, we
already know that it is possible to machine this material as the same way as Zirconia
Another study could be made to try to create negative couplings with the proposed concept.
Transmission zeros could then be used to have a better out of band rejection. This can be
possible to do if two side by side resonators could be close enough. To do that, the general
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structure of the filter should be change and we can imagine a curved structure as presented in
Figure 189.

Figure 189: Example of a
design of a curved 7-pole
filter to realize negative
couplings
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Résumé :
Les télécommunications sont devenus indispensables dans notre monde actuel. De plus, le
volume des données échangées ne cesse de croître. En effet, nous pouvons transmettre nos
photos, nos vidéos au monde entier. Nonobstant, nous ne voulons pas attendre pour les avoir,
ce qui exige un débit de données très important et par conséquent des signaux avec des bandes
passantes plus larges. Les satellites de télécommunications doivent donc s’adapter, c'est
pourquoi nous proposons dans ces travaux la recherche de filtre à large bande avec une
recherche de compacité et de faibles pertes. Nous nous sommes intéressés à l'utilisation de
matériaux céramiques qui permettent d'obtenir de bonnes performances vis à vis de nos
besoins. Notre travail est aussi rendu possible par le développement de procédés de fabrication
additifs, comme par exemple la stéréolithographie, qui va nous permettre de nous affranchir
fortement de règles de dessin contraignantes que nous pourrions avoir en utilisant des
procédés classiques. Nous avons développé des filtres avec de larges bandes passantes autour
de 4GHz. Une première étude nous a permis de rechercher des concepts qui permettent
d'obtenir de forts couplages, conditions sine qua non pour réaliser ces filtres. Plusieurs
concepts sont présentés ainsi que leur fabrication et leur mesures. Nous avons ainsi démontré
expérimentalement que les concepts proposés, à base de pièces monoblocs céramiques, sont
capables de produire des filtres à bandes passantes supérieures à 60 % (voire même 110 %
pour une version améliorée).
Mots clés : [stéréolithographie, résonateur diélectrique, filtre large bande, IMUX, mode
TE01δ, mode TM010, fabrication additive, forts couplages, Zircone, BMT, céramique]

Abstract :
Every day, the data exchanges increase thanks to the new technologies. We can keep our files,
our pictures, our videos online to have an access anywhere on the planet (for now). In this
way, the data output of the telecommunication systems has to be increased in order to satisfy
the more and more demanding users. One way to allow this is to increase the bandwidths of
the different signals, making possible to transmit more data at the same time. In this work, we
will develop wide bandpass filters dedicated to space telecommunications. For that purpose,
we need them to be compact, with low insertion loss and a limited number of parts to
assemble. Consequently, we are interested to use resonators made with ceramic materials that
permits to reach such properties. Moreover, these materials are compatible with
stereolithography, an additive manufacturing process. Such technology is here very useful for
our purpose since its design freedom allows the creation of almost all kind of geometries. To
realize such wide bandpass filters, we need strong couplings between the different resonators
and also for the accesses, so we will present our studies focused on reaching these specific
objectives. Then, we will present different designs of wide bandpass filter around 4GHz. After
different generation of ceramic based components, we are be able to experimentally create a
60% bandwidth (even 100% for our last version) very compact bandpass filter filling the
objectives of this PhD thesis.
Keywords : [stereolithography, dielectric resonator, wide bandpass filter, IMUX, TE01δ
mode, TM010 mode, additive manufacturing process, strong couplings, Zirconia, BMT,
ceramic]
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